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GVPD: bias victim is also the perpetrator
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM

A statement from Grand Val
ley Police Department Chief Renee
Freeman revealed that the person
believed to be responsible for the
racial bias incident reported on
Feb. 17 is a Grand Valley State Uni
versity student and the owner of
the dry erase board that was van
dalized.
Ihe individual has been referred

to Dean of Students Bart Merkle to
address the student code violation
at hand. GVSU will not release the
student’s name due to university
policy.
When the incident was initially
brought to the campus’s attention,
several organizations and groups
were highly alarmed, prompt
ing assemblies, discussions in the
classroom and a university-wide
alert to the situation.

On March 26, there will be a
campus-wide “Teach-In” moti
vated by bias incidents on campus.
The day-long event will feature
student and faculty presentations
about preventing discrimination
and oppression on GVSU’s cam
puses.
The Teach-In is being put on by
the Executive Committee of the
Senate with the collaboration of
the Division of Inclusion and Equi

ty, the Dean of Students Office, the
LGBT Resource Center, the Office
of Multicultural Affairs, the Pew
Faculty Teaching and Learning
Center and the Women’s Center.
GVSU also currently has a Team
Against Bias composed of several
campus representatives to review
information regarding bias inci
dents. Ihe team includes Dwight
Hamilton, assistant vice president
of Inclusion & Equity; Jessica Jen-

nrich, director of the Women’s
Center; and Eric Klingensmith, the
coordinator of crisis intervention.
For more information on re
porting bias incidents, students
can contact the Dean of Students
at 616-331-3585 or Inclusion and
Equity at 616-331-3296.
The police department had no
further comment on the situation
at this time.

Student senators pass
resolution to build
interfaith prayer space
BY CLAIRE FODELL

The senate worked with the Jew
ish student organization, Hillel, and
Last week, Grand Valley State the Muslim Student Association
University’s Student Senate passed a while creating this resolution. Both
resolution that it hopes will lead to groups told Saghaiepour that not
more religious inclusiveness on cam having an adequate space for prayer
pus. The senate voted to add a prayer is their main struggle with practicing
space for students and faculty that their religion.
The senate plans to stay in contact
accommodate religions other than
with both groups, as well as other
the Judeo-Christian majority.
Members of the diversity affairs faith-based organizations on cam
pus, to be able to create
committee sponsored
a prayer space that will
the resolution. Vice
meet the needs of all the
President of the DAC
different religions repre
Anthony Clemons said
sented on campus.
the current space for There's not
“Creating a (prayer)
minority religions is not
really a set
space not only shows
adequate for students or
the university’s commit
faculty.
date...sooner
ment to diversity and
“If you’re part of a
the better.
to a diverse representa
non-Judeo-Christian
religion and you want to ANTHONY CLEMONS tion of religion, but also
shows students that we
pray, you are instructed STUDENT SENATE
care about every single
to go upstairs in Kirkstudent, not just the 70
hof into a cubicle room
that is within earshot of the blender percent who identify with a Judeofrom the Lobby Shop,” Clemons said. Christian religion,” Clemons said.
The resolution doesn’t include spe
The loud noise from the shop ru
ins the atmosphere of a “quiet” place cific building plans, such as the size or
location of the prayer space, but the
to reflect, he said.
Senator Cameron Saghaiepour, a senate is currently working with fa
member of the DAC and sponsor of cilities to find an adequate spot.
The resolution will now be pre
the resolution, said faculty members
sented
to the Board of Trustees and
who identify with other religions also
will be put into different discussions
have trouble finding prayer space.
“Even for some faculty members with campus leaders to come up with
that do practice here, they have to a plan of where and how the prayer
find a spot or find a corner in a build space will best fit on campus.
Clemons said there is no telling
ing and worship there,” Saghaiepour
when exactly construction will begin
said.
Judeo-Christians on campus, on on the space.
“Discussions are already taking
the other hand, have a whole build
ing dedicated to their religious re place, so the space could be created
three weeks from now or it could be
flection.
“If you look at current prayer three years from now. There’s not re
space on campus, you have the ally a set date,” he said. “The sooner
Cook-DeWitt Center, which is the the better on our end, but unfortu
place to go when you identify with nately as with the new library, the
the Judeo-Christian religion,” Clem new science building and the new
bookstore, these things take time.”
ons said.
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

Free textbooks?
Open access could help with financial burdens
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM

A student in the U.S. will spend
about $1,200 a year on books and
supplies, according to a recent re
port by the College Board. How
ever, through the efforts of sev
eral individuals at Grand Valley
State University, this expenditure
may be reduced.
Scott St. Louis, the vice presi
dent of the educational affairs
committee on Student Senate,
and Lee Van OrsdeT, dean of
University Libraries, held a lec
ture regarding the idea of open
access on March 17. Open ac
cess stands for the publics’ right
to unrestricted use and reuse of
educational journals and other
materials. It is generally used for
scholarly or peer-reviewed ar
ticles, but book chapters, theses
and monographs are also becom
ing available online.
“Open access is one of the
most important issues for this
generation,” Van Orsdel said.
“This can help to open the door
for additional information that
can be provided through the In
ternet.”
In a 2011 Campus Climate
survey done at GVSU, it was
shown that 57 percent of students
suffer from financial hardship on
campus, and 69 percent of those
students had difficulty affording

textbooks.
“Innovation is fueled by
Students aren’t the only ones knowledge. To extract the greatest
struggling, though. Institutions amount of positive returns from
such as GVSU are often faced the public good that is scholarly
with the choice of whether to pay research, the public needs better
astronomical amounts to pub access,” he said. “Creative disrup
lishing companies for rights to tion is often frightening at first,
their materials or providing few but it can bring untold benefits to
er resources for their
our society.”
students. The idea
Both Van Orsdel
of open access is to
and St. Louis urged
eliminate the online
students to take sev
fees that are required
eral different mea
sures
to
promote
to read articles due to Creative
open access across
publishers’ monopo disruption
campus. They recom
lies on the rights to
is often
mend that students
these materials.
publish their research
Though taxes and frightening...
in ScholarWorks to
tuition dollars pay for
increase the poten
much of the research SCOTT ST. LOUIS
tial audience of their
being published, the STUDENT SENATE
own work. More than
public is still locked
out of accessing this information, 750,000 full text downloads have
causing a flaw in the information been made from GVSU’s Schol
system, said Van Orsdel. It pre arWorks in countries around the
vents students from doing accu world.
Additionally, they asked stu
rate research and makes it harder
for professors to properly update dents to encourage their profes
their materials.
sors to consider looking for an
Van Orsdel added that open open access textbook for class
access could provide students room use to save money and pro
accelerated discovery, public en mote universal education.
“As the next generation of
richment and an improved educa
tion. She said that giving the pub scholars, doctors, entrepreneurs
lic a greater access to information and conscientious citizens, it is
could lead to more incredible and up to us students to set the pace,”
St. Louis said.
intellectual discoveries.
St. Louis agreed.

Law officers work with kids to create positive relationships
GV community strives to change how at-risk youth view, interact with local law enforcement officers
BY GABRIELLA PATTI
GPATTI@LANTHORN.COM

Based on their experi
ences, some children grow
up wanting to become law
enforcement officers. Oth
ers grow up afraid of them.
Members of the Grand
Valley State University
community are continu
ing their work to spread a
positive image of officers
to at-risk youth who may
entertain negative views of
them.
GVSU’s Criminal Jus
tice Students’ Association
hosted its third annual
“Those Who Protect Us”
event on March 22 in the
Kirkhof Center. Members
of the Pals Student Mentors
program brought their sib
lings, children and mentees

to the event.
“We are hosting this
event to introduce at-risk
youth to law enforcement
officers in a positive way,”
said Kaylee McWilliams,
president of the Crimi
nal Justice Student Asso
ciation. “Most of the time,
when they are in a law
enforcement situation, it
is in a negative way. Their
parents might be getting
arrested or they might be
taken into custody. This
event is to help them gain a
positive perspective.”
Grand
Valley Police
Department officer, Minh
Lien, and the coordinator
for the GVSU Police Acad
emy, Julie Yunker, were
both present to talk to the
children about safety and

APPLY ONLINE
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1 vl/ n I

Located Across 48th Ave
from the Meadows
Golf Course

what it means to go into
law enforcement.
Lien gave demonstra
tions of Breathalyzer tests,
showed the children drunk
goggles, and spoke about
neighborhood and driving
safety.
“We hope to teach them
that law enforcement offi
cials are their friends and
positive members of our
community, and that may
be in the future they can
also be a law enforcement
officer,” McWilliams said.
Yunker
demonstrated
to the children the impor
tance of being physically
in shape as a police officer.
She coached them through
some of the events that re
cruits are required to do
to become part of the po

Duran pose for a picture after taking part in the third annual "Those Who Protect Us" event.

lice force, including jumps,
runs, pushups and sit-ups.
“What I hope that these
kids take away from me to

day is the importance for
police officers to be physi
cally fit and the importance
not only for them to be able

to do things physically, but
to make that be a stress
SEE LAW ON A2
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BRIEFS
Student Senate encourages GV community to support
proposed increase for higher education
Student Senate is partnering with Business Leaders of Mich
igan in support of Gov. Rick Snyder s proposed increase of
$90 million for higher education in the state of Michigan.
Members of Student Senate will be helping students at
Grand Valley State University contact state legislators to
express support for the proposal. Students can talk with
senators at the Kirkhof Center today from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

A sorry attempt: Louie the Laker struggles to make a sheriff
badge at the arts and crafts table during the presentation.

LAW
CONTINUED FROM A1
iiever and a way to deal with
some of the stress of the job,” she
said
She added that the main goal
of the event is to give children a
better understanding of the peo
ple protecting them and to help
them gain a better understand
ing of law officials’ jobs.
Crafts, food and prizes were
also available, making the event
hands-on and fun for the kids

as well as informative. The mes
sages had a positive effect on the
children in attendance.
Yunker hopes that the in
formation imparted on the kids
will help influence their deci
sions in the future.
“The exposure gives them
something to think about and
file away in their subconscious,”
she said “ As they get older, they
might start to remember that
one event where a police officer
spoke and maybe it will inspire
them.”

Great loss: Professor Milton Ford passed away Wednesday.

GV mourns founding director
of LGBT Resource Center
Milton Ford, the found
ing director of Grand Valley
State University’s LGBT Re
source Center and a professor
of liberal studies, passed away
March 19 at age 72 after bat
tling cancer for several years.
Ford also helped create
the LGBTQ Studies minor
at GVSU and pushed for the
university to adopt domestic
partner benefits.

The visitation will be held
March 31 from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt
Center. A memorial will be
held that night at 6 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre at
the Performing Arts Center.
In addition, the Ford Me
morial was created for people
wishing to make a donation in
his honor. The money will go
to the LGBT Resource Center.

or Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. There will also be sen
ate members downtown at the DeVos Center Building C on
Wednesday andThursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Event for female entrepreneurs to share success
stories, advice
Female entrepreneurs will have an opportunity to talk with
local organizations and support services during "Find Your
Voice — Empowering Women Entrepreneurs." There will be
a panel discussion with several entrepreneurs, three break
out sessions, and luncheon keynote speaker Kim Dabbs, ex
ecutive director for the West Michigan Center for Arts and
Technology.The event will be held March 28 from 8:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. at the L. William Seidman Center. Registration
is $25 and ends March 25. It includes parking, a continen
tal breakfast and lunch. Tickets will not be sold at the door.
To register for the event, go to www.gvsu.edu/cei. For more
information, contact the Center for Entrepreneurship and In
novation at 616-331-7582.

Surplus Store to host second sale in April
Grand Valley State University's Surplus Store in downtown
Grand Rapids has announced it will host a second sale event
on April 12 from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. The community will have
a chance to buy inventory no longer being used by GVSU,
including computers, TVs, office furniture and industrial
equipment. The store is located at 140 Front St. Free parking
is available in the Watson and Front Street Parking lots. For
information about the available inventory, contact the store
at 616-331-9072 or at surplus@gvsu.edu.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Founder of Young Lords Movement to speak at GV
Group challenges government to address issues of civil rights, racism, social justice on Chicago streets
BY STEPHANIE BRZE2INSKI

“There are many uses for the project,” Jime
nez said. “This project can provide some discus
In Chicago there is an ongoing battle between sion on how to improve the community and
housing officials and the Puerto Rican and Lati keep the people there.”
no communities. Jose “Cha-Cha” Jimenez Joined
Another of his goals is for students to learn
the fight when he started the Young Lords Move more about Latino culture and why it is impor
ment to challenge the government on issues of tant. He said young people from different back
civil rights, racism and social Justice.
grounds support the movement.
Jimenez will speak about the
“Ihe people in the United
importance of the movement
States need to know more about
and the Young Lords of Lin
Puerto Rico,” Jimenez said. “I’m
coln Park Oral History Project
hoping they’ll have a better com
on March 31 as part of Grand
prehension of Latinos and poor
We want to
Valley State University’s Cesar
people. This is a way to start a dis
Chavez Commemorative Week.
ensure that
cussion about how the university
Jimenez founded the Young movement... is can play a major role in the west
Lords Movement in Chicago in
side of Grand Rapids.”
1968. It stemmed from the actions recognized...
Jimenez said Puerto Ricans
of youth in Puerto Rico, where the
moved to Chicago after World
struggle for self-determination JOSE JIMENEZ
War II, and most became migrant
and neighborhood empowerment YOUNG LORDS FOUNDER workers who were under contract
originally began.
to work in prison-like camps.
Jimenez said he wants to raise awareness about Later, the men brought their wives and children
the movement because the GVSU Kutsche Office to the U.S. When they moved closer to down
of Local History — the main office for the Young town Chicago, they faced problems of urban re
Lords Project — has no funding. He said those in newal and displacement. Jimenez said Lincoln
volved in the project want to find a department to Park became the birthplace for the Civil Rights
sponsor the oral histories so the office can expand Movement against gentrification, which occurs
the collection. Currently, there are more than 120 when property values increase.
interviews in the library archives, making it the
“This has to do with personal peoples lives,” Ji
largest collection in the Midwest.
menez said. “The Young Lords helped create a na
SBRZE2INSKI@LANTHORN.COM

Making a difference: Jose Jimenez on the far left, nicknamed "ChaCha,” poses with the
Young Lords group. The group aims to challenge the government on issues such as racism.

tionwide program. We want to ensure that move
ment we were part of is recognized and supported.”
Carlos Rodriguez, associate dean of Tech
nology and Information Services at the Mary
Idema Pew Library, has worked with Jimenez
to plan the event. Rodriguez said he is involved
because the library wants to promote the special

collections, such as the Young Lords, and other
resources. He will speak briefly about how the
collection is a useful research tool and a way to
tell the stories of the Young Lords’ struggles.
“I think telling that story that isn’t well
SEE YOUNG LOROS ON A5

Alumna's organization
talks dangers of GMOs

gvsulrkers

BY CENIQUEYELDELL
CYELDELL@LANTHORN.COM

Engaging technology: Grand Valley State University hosts the FIRST Robotics District Competition, where 40 high school
teams came to the West Michigan District Competition. The competition promotes science, engineering and business.

GV hosts FIRST Robotic Competition
High school teams compete to solve complex engineering challenges
BY PETER CHHUM
PCHHUM@LANTHORN.COM

This weekend, Grand
Valley State University was
taken over by robots as the
Allendale Campus hosted 40
high school teams competing
in the FIRST Robotics West
Michigan District Competi
tion.
The competition pro
motes science, engineering
and business in high schools
to inspire young students to
become science and tech
nology leaders. FIRST is an
acronym that means For In
spiration and Recognition
of Science and Technology.
Ihe competition engages
students in mentor-based
programs to create various
projects to foster communi
cation, leadership and tech
nology skills.
“The whole idea is to in
spire young folks from el
ementary into high school
to get into fields of science,
engineering, technology and
math by doing a competition
that takes the excitement of
the sports world and imple

ments that into the academic sible.
“Our robot is inspired by
world,” said Paul Plotkowski,
dean of Padnos College of and called the Dung beetle.
Engineering and Computing. It has two eyes in the front,
“They do cool stuff with sci it has pinchers to pick up the
ence and technology, and in balls, and it shoots it out the
this case, robots are the ve backside,” said Megan Himebook, a student from Hol
hicles.”
The
FIRST
Robotics land, Mich.
Teams are also exposed to
Competition
challenges
the business side
teams of high
of engineering
school students
as they set up a
to solve a robotic
company deal
challenge in six
ing in advertis
weeks. Students
ing and commu
are given a stan The whole
nity relations to
dard kit of parts idea is to
gain a company
and a set of rules
inspire young sponsor. Though
to create a robot
every team is
to accomplish a folks...
given a standard
task. The teams
kit to create their
build their ro PAUL PLOTKOWSKI
robot, the teams
bots and com PCEC DEAN
use innovative
pete in a new
game each year. The game schemes and creativity to get
the upper hand.
this year was “Aerial Ascent.”
While students use this
This year’s game is Just like
basketball, said Nicki Bomc- platform to create and com
zyk, volunteer coordinator of pete, FIRST Robotics is also
FIRST Robotics. During the used as an opportunity for
game, there are two teams students to see their inven
of three robots competing to tions come into fruition
score as many points as pos as well as meet with other

young aspiring engineers.
“I’ve really enjoyed Just
staying after school every day
working on different draw
ings and designs and hang
ing out with my friends. It’s
really cool because it’s nice
to be able to see my team’s
robot out there competing
after all of the work we put
into it,” said Hannah Kuperus, a student from Hopkins
Public Schools. “The people I
get to meet around here are
amazing, and they encourage
you when you see the things
they’ve created and vice ver
sa. We push each other to
want to do this more.”
FIRST
Robotics
also
serves as a hub for past par
ticipants to relive their expe
riences and cultivate a new
generation.
“Back in high school, I
was in robotics and that’s
what propelled me into en
gineering,” Bomczyk said.
“This competition gave me
that. It gave the want to be an
engineer and now as a vol
unteer, I’m Just trying to give
back.”

for the group. He has spoken
to businesses, schools and
doctors about GMOs and the
other food options that are
available.
Kelley said he believes it’s
important that people are ed
ucated about GMOs because
they affect our long-term and
short-term health. He also
said people have the right to
know what they’re eating, be
able to make the appropri
ate changes and decide what
they eat.
Deborah Lown, assistant
professor in the department
of biomedical sciences at
GVSU, said she recently at* > tended • a conULMvJ
thl

The organization
No
GMO 4 Michigan aims to
give the power of choice back
to consumers by providing
them with information about
what is actually in the food
they’re buying.
Tanya Hawley, vice presi
dent of the group and a
Grand Valley State Univer
sity alumna, co-founded the
organization in 2013 with
its current president, Diane
Lalomia. The organization
focuses on educating con
sumers on genetically modi
fied organisms, or GMOs.
The.
term
“GMO*
refers
nomm®^wJ
to a living or
ganism
whose
indicated
that
genes have been
presently there
changed by in I just thought,
are no long-term
serting a gene 'How many
studies
conduct
from an unre
other mothers ed on humans
lated species. In
to determine the
crops, the pro don't know?'
potential sidecedure generally
effects of GMOs.
uses genes that TANYA HAWLEY
“Organic
enhance
resis GVSU ALUMNUS
foods are not
tance to insec
necessarily more
ticides, herbicides or pesti
nutritious
than
the stan
cides.
As vice president, Haw dardly-grown foods; how
ley plans all of the events in ever, there are less pesticides
Grand Rapids, trains new in these foods,” Lown said.
chapter leaders in different “I specifically purchase or
areas of the state, and helps ganically grown fruits and
come up with presenta vegetables — strawberries,
tions. She said her children raspberries, apples, broccoli
are what helped her become et cetera — as I have had a
more aware of what they family member recently di
were eating, and she began agnosed with cancer and I
to learn more about the food wish to decrease their expo
sure to pesticides despite the
system in the U.S.
“After knowing that there higher cost.”
Lown said she recom
were other mothers out there
mends
that students try to
feeding their kids GMOs, I
wanted to start the nonprofit. avoid highly processed foods,
I Just thought, ‘how many which are the major source
other mothers don’t know?”’ of GMOs in the food supply.
The group offers four tips to
Hawley said.
So far in the U.S., Con avoid GMOs: buy food that
necticut and Maine are the has the USDA organic label,
only states that have passed look for non-GMO labels
labeling laws. Places such such as the “non-GMO proj
as Europe, Australia, Bra ect verified,” avoid at-risk in
zil, Japan and India have all gredients and use shopping
required that GMOs are la guides.
There are local stores in
beled. Ryan Kelley found out
about the organization at a Grand Rapids that offer
Living Well show and be
SEE GMO ON 45
came the educational speaker
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The limits of academic freedom?: The public shaming of a Wisconsin prof

BY JOE HOGAN
JHOGAN& LANTHORN.COM

The Lanthorn has, in
recent issues, called for a re
newed vigilance in defending
free speech rights at GVSU.
In light of many campus
wide discussions about
related topics—response to
student opinion about uni
versity fundraising, the Foun
dation for Individual Rights
in Educations critique of
GVSU s bias incident report
guidelines, and the “TeachIn” on Wednesday that will
address inequality and social
justice—it is certainly neces
sary for us to adopt a campus
attitude that encourages free
expression for all students,
faculty, staff and administra

tors, especially over difficult
or potentially divisive issues.
A recent article in
The Chronicle of Higher
Education provides chilling
evidence for the necessity of
this call. Peter Schmidt, in
“One Email, Much Outrage,”
details the public shaming of
Rachel Slocum, an assistant
professor of geography at
the University of Wisconsin
at La Crosse. On October
1st, 2013, in the midst of
the government shutdown,
Slocum sent an email to her
students when she discov
ered that they would not be
able to access the Census
website to do an assignment.
Slocum, in the short email,
vents mild, albeit politicallycharged, frustration where
she writes, “Some of the data
gathering assignment will
be impossible to complete
until the Republican/Tea
Party controlled House of
Representatives agrees to
fund the government... [your
work] will have to wait until

Congress decides we actually
need a government.”
That was the extent of
what one online partisan
publication, The Daily Caller,
called “a vitriolic email”
that “rails at students” in
order to “wage a campaign
against Republicans.” How
did that publication dis
cover Slocums email? One
of Slocums students took a
screen shot of the email and
posted it to Twitter, along
with the commentary: “Can’t
do my homework for class;
govt, shutdown. So my prof,
blames Republicans in an
email blast...” The situation,
from there, quickly spiraled
out of control. The morn
ing after she sent the email,
Slocum discovered that her
inbox was full of hate mail.
So was that of University
Chancellor Joe Gow, who
subsequently sent an open
message to the whole campus
in which he claimed that Slo
cum’s speech did not merit
the protection of academic

freedom because of its, in
his view, irrelevant “highly
partisan political reference.”
What has ensued is a debate
that has received national at
tention and the action of the
Foundation for Individual
Rights in Education, which
came to Slocum’s defense.
Nevertheless, having already
been denied tenure before
the incident, Slocum is grow
ing increasingly fearful for
her career.
Many questions arise.
For one, was Slocum’s email
an unnecessary imposition
of her political views on
students? Perhaps, but not
to the extent that it would
merit public derision of the
kind she endured. And was
the Chancellor’s reaction a
defense of students’ rights or
a knee-jerk response to the
many angry emails he also
received, plenty of which
surely accused him of the
same crimes attributed to
Slocum? I think knee-jerk,
but that does not mean he

was wrong to express con
cern over the way one pro
fessor chose to present her
political views to students.
The issue is indeed
complicated, but one thing
is uniquely troubling. Events
like these all seem to have
the same insidious effect: by
cultivating a general sense of
paranoia among professors
and students, they subtly
discourage speech that ought
to be protected. That is to say,
such events cause professors
in particular to fear coming
under intense and unyielding
scrutiny for the expression of
any opinion, political or oth
erwise. Though it is certainly
important that professors
be prudent about what they
say in class—for students
certainly do feel alienated
when their professors double
as ideologues—it is likewise
important that professors
continue to open up for
discussion issues that might
cause discomfort or division.
Why? Because their job as
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QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
DO YOU THINK GVSU SHOULD DEVELOP A
MORE INTERACTIVE SPACE AND SPIRITUAL
ATMOSPHERE FOR INTERFAITH STUDENTS
TO PRACTICE THEIR BELIEFS?

"I think that this would be a
good idea. We should be more
accepting and open to all
forms of diversity whether it
be race, gender or religion."

Should GVSU construct a place of worship for its
non-Christian community members?

Do you think the events that GVSU hosts are worth
skipping class over?
YES - 50%

LOG ON & VOTE
LANTHORN.COM

NO - 50%

EDITORIAL

BUILD US A HOUSE
We want to urge the campus community and Board of Trustees to act on the Student
Senate's request for an interfaith place of worship for the religious minority.
esterday, we hiked up two floors
game-based club interacting directly
to check out the interfaith “prayer
below. And it can’t be easy adjusting into
room” that the Office of Student
a comfortable and prayerful state with
Life arranged on the second floor of thelittle room to move around the rigid table
Kirkhof Center. Overlooking the busy
in the center. And it’s probably pretty
hall outside the LGBT Resource Center
awkward having to ask peers to pack up
and within earshot of the whirring blend their study materials and leave to accom
ers from the Lobby Shop, the cubicle —
modate religious activity.
yes, cubicle — was, at that time, hosting
We would like to commend Student
two students with books and munchies
Senate for recognizing the unfilled need
spread out across the long conference
for a more appropriate spiritual space to
table in its center.
give those in the religious minority the
Not exactly the atmosphere we were
resources they need to feel comfortable
expecting of a spiritual safe haven.
and welcome at GVSU.
And when we saw this, we not only
According to the Association of Reli
understood but supported Grand Valley
gion Data Archives from 2010, less than
State University’s Student Senate, which
1.5 percent of the population of Ottawa
passed a resolution this week to create a
County that identify with any religious
more formal, on-campus prayer space
congregation identify as “other,” which
for students who are not Christian and
includes Hinduism, Buddhism, the Baha’i
don’t feel comfortable worshipping in the
faith and many more. This means that
Cook-Dewitt auditorium.
students of the religious minority may
The current interfaith space is less
find it difficult to identify a community to
than adequate and provides little room
worship with and, consequently, a place
for religious practices, communal wor
to worship in.
ship or any form of prayer or meditation.
And though the percentage of the
It has to be difficult to reach a level of
population that practices a religion other
inner peace while listening to someone’s
than a Christian faith is small, it should
smoothie blending down the hall or a
not be ignored.

Y

CHRISTA MARZKE
Junior
Marketing
St Joseph. Mich.

"If more students want it, that
would be great. I wouldn't
participate."

LAUREN MICHON
Junior
Medical Laboratory Science
Rochester Hills, Mich.

"I think that would be awe
some to have a space where
students felt safe and free to
express their faith."

REBECCA ROSEVEAR
Senior
Integrated Science and Elementary Ed.
Walled Lake. Mich.

educators does not merely
entail the “giving of informa
tion;” rather, they are charged
with modeling good debate
and civil discourse. Given the
many issues being discussed
on campus, it is eminently
important that professors
at GVSU take their roles as
liberal educators seriously.
Students need it.
Perhaps, then, Slocum’s
story can operate as a “teach
able moment” for all educa
tors concerned about the
limits of academic freedom
in the digital age. If pro
nouncements like Slocum’s
were properly revised so as
not to constitute a frustrated
“imposition” of a political
view, but rather an invita
tion to meaningful debate,
then maybe students such as
Slocum’s would, instead of
posting to Twitter, challenge
the political views they are
presented. That certainly
would be an approach to
debate worth cultivating.

Diversity is stressed in the GVSU
community, but some minority groups
are under-supported. They may occa
sionally see a news tip about associated
events on campus, but in most cases,
their needs are forgotten. This seems to
be the case for the non-Christian groups
at GVSU.
For students who are religious, their
beliefs and faith are usually the most
important part of their life and must
be carefully nurtured. Most Christian
students have the opportunity to worship
locally and fulfill this desire or obligation,
but for students of other faiths, it’s not so
easy. They need space on campus where
they can freely, comfortably and openly
practice their beliefs with others of the
same faith in order to accomplish this
nurturing.
For Student Senate to recognize the
needs of its minority constituents and
work to accommodate them is encour
aging. We want to express our strong
support of the senate’s resolution, and we
hope that the Board of Trustees will im
prove the spiritual conditions of GVSU’s
campus community.
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthonis opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The lanthorn will not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs. The content information and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters
to the editor only, all other readergenerated content can be submitted

to the Grand Valley Lanthom's
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthom.com.
letters to the editor should
indude the authors full name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming the
identity of the author, letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and are not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthorn outside
of technical errors for danty.
To make a submission, email
at editorial@lanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at
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An ode to the full-time student

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
WeTI listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com

Welcome back, beloved
peers. As Winter finally
begins to fade into Spring
(crossing fingers, knocking
on wood, etc.), we can see
that small light at the end of

the tunnel. The finish line is
close. The school year will
end, and that day is creeping
up quickly on our calendars.
It makes all of the end-ofthe-year papers, projects, and
exams worth it. Shovel it on,
professors, nothing can stop
us now.
That’s easy for me to say,
though, because I only take
two courses a semester. That’s
right, six credits, and I’ll be
honest, there are many times
I find myself overwhelmed
with only that. I look at the
people around me who are
working as much as I do,

r

partaking in extra-curricular
activities as I do, and are also
excelling in 4 or 5 classes. I’m
serious when I say this: you
full-time students are rock
stars.
My hope is that you give
yourself credit for doing what
you’re doing. Now, if you’re
the student doing terribly in
school and all you do is party
and you’re pissing away mom
and dad’s money - you aren’t
included in this. But to those
of you who have put in the
hard work and serious dedi
cation to being successful as a
full-time student - awesome

job. There are people who
cannot do it, who crumble
under that kind of workload.
It’s not easy.
I can’t promise you a life
without worry, but I can tell
you that you will never regret
the efforts you are making
now.
So as it continues to warm
up (more crossing of fingers)
and the urge to do anything
else that isn’t school related
takes over your entire soul,
remember that you are al
most there. Almost finished.
You can do it. Now get back
to studying.
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Students explore graduate school options without leaving campus
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNE WS @ LANTHORN.COM

More than 300 Grand Valley State
University students attended last week’s
Spring Professional Fair, which included
representatives from a record number of
professional programs. About 50 from
across the country were available to talk
with students about their fields of interest.
Several pre-professional clubs, the
CLAS Academic Advising Center and the
Office of the Vice Provost of Health spon
sored the event.
Julie Amon, event coordinator and an
academic adviser in CLAS, said the idea of
the event is for students to explore all the
options they have in the professional world.
I m hoping that students can find more
information about programs that they can
apply to after graduation,” Amon said.
1 here were a wide variety of programs

GMO
CONTINUED FROM A3
organic food like Nourish
Organic Market and Har
vest Health foods, and gro
cery chains such as Meijer

including optometry, chiropractic, os opinion. A pre-chiropractic major, Britta
teopathic medicine and nutrition. Medi Cicansky has attended the fair before, but
cal schools, pharmacy schools and dental was amazed by the size and organization.
schools also had representatives at the fair.
“We got a lot more schools this year
and I just think it went re
“We try to bring in schools
from all across the country so
ally smoothly,” Cicansky said.
“I liked the room it was in. I
we have a really large represen
tation of Michigan schools, but
think it was a little less chaotic
then also other schools around I'm hoping
because when it was in Henry
the country that students
Hall, there were a lot of people
walking by and representatives
might not be able to visit,” that students
Amon said.
can find more didn’t know who was actu
ally interested in professional
A representative from the
Illinois College of Optometry, information...
schools.”
The fair has previously been
Mark Colip, said he agrees with
held in Henry Hall, but this
Amon that this event makes JULIE AMON
CLAS ADVISER
year it was relocated to the
programs more accessible.
Grand River Room in the Kirk“Students don’t have to drive,
don’t have to get on a plane to visit — it’s hof Center due to the increased size.
Cicansky was also impressed by the va
right here in their backyard,” Colip said.
Students in attendance had the same riety of programs the event held.

offer a line of organic prod
ucts. Local harvest is a web
site that locates the nearest
places in Grand Rapids that
offer
sustainably-grown
and organic foods.
For those looking to

get involved, No GMO for
Michigan offers many vol
unteer opportunities, mem
bership and internships.
Hawley said there is a need
for help with administrative
tasks, event planning, mar

keting and organizing out
reach events. She also said
the group could use more
educational speakers for
anyone who wants to de
velop their speaking skills.
“Eventually down the

“There are different types of chiroprac
tic schools, and I have only talked to the
mixed type of schools, but this gave me a
chance to look at the other programs,” Ci
cansky said.
Colip said Cicansky’s experience is ex
actly why he attends events like this.
“I want students to learn and get a lit
tle bit more information about what they
might want to do with regard to graduate
school, whether it’s my program or anoth
er one,” he said.
Although a lot of the information that
representatives provide might be on the
Internet, Colip said the fair gives students
a different experience.
“Anybody can surf the web and get in
formation, but coming to this they get to
meet somebody, talk to somebody that
represents the school and ask any question
they want in real time,” he said.

road when we feel like we
have enough educated Mich
igan citizens, the goal is to
change into a 501 (c) 4 and
at that point in time work to
wards a state effort towards a
GMO labeling,” Hawley said.

For more information,
No GMO for Michigan
has a Facebook page and
a website with resources
for self-education, detailed
information about GMOs
and current news.

YOUNG LORDS
CONTINUED FROM A3
known by a lot of people is re
ally important,” Rodriguez said.
“Cultural diversity is what makes
this country unique. It’s always
good to have an understanding
of that history. Hopefully stu
dents will be interested and go
explore.”
Carlos Martinez, GVSU ad
missions counselor, meets with
Jimenez every week to pro
mote the Young Lords on cam
pus. Martinez said the project
has cultural importance that he
hopes continues into the class
room.
“Cha-Cha is a Latino Civil
Rights pioneer who started an
organization that is admired
around the world,” he said. “La
tinos are one of the fastest grow
ing groups in the United States
in general and in West Michigan
specifically. This demographic
shift means we are incorporating
different histories and realities
into our community and univer
sity. We should all try and learn
about both our history and those
of our neighbors.”

Starting a revolution: Jose Jimenez, nicknamed "ChaCha," poses on the left for a photo at a past event. Jimenez, an advocate for the Civil Rights
Movement in Chicago against neighborhood gentrification, will speak at Grand Valley State University for Cesar Chavez Commemoration Week.
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f.nnily, make some money, have fun, and get (loser to graduation as you earn easily transferable CMU credits online.

Got started now!
Registration for summer term is Man h 5 through June I 7, 2014 Registration closes 5 days before start of each class.
Apply between March 10 and March 31, 2014 and CMU will waive the $50 application fee.
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'Why I don't believe in God'
GV Center for Inquiry to host panel about atheism
BY ERIKA COLLIN

in God — A Panel Discus
sion” tomorrow from 7 p.m.
tudents on campus are to 9:30 p.m. in Lake Superior
sometimes known for Hall room 154.
Attendees will be able
their desire to accept
to
listen
to a panel of seven
all religions and diversity,
non-religious
GVSU stu
as demonstrated by the in
terfaith “Faiths United for a dents and community mem
Cure” Relay for Life team, but bers who were chosen by
how accepting are they of the CFI talk about their views
on God. They will also be
idea of having no religion?
Grand Valley State Uni able to ask the panel ques
versity’s Center For Inquiry tions and engage in discus
is trying to break down the sion about religion.
“Don’t be afraid by the title
stereotypes many people have
about those who don’t believe of the panel,” said Maria Beelen,
in God, otherwise called secu panelist and CFI event planner.
“We’re human beings, and wed
larists, agnostics or atheists.
“Were looking to break love to sit down and talk with
those stereotypes and break people about religion no matter
the idea that atheists are bad what religion you are. We’re not
people, that they hate God, going to try to convert you. We
that they hate religion, and that just want to have a discussion
they hate religious people,” CFI and be friends.”
CFI has struggled in the
President Kaleb Templer said.
past
with other on-campus
“Were trying to get away from
religious
organizations not
that to show that (atheists are)
wanting to collaborate with
just normal, average people.”
In an effort to eliminate them. It often has to print a
these stereotypes, CFI is surplus of its event posters in
hosting “Why I Don’t Believe preparation for replacing the
many that get torn down.
ECOLLINiPLANTHORN.COM
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“Any time we (host an
event) like this, panel posters
are forcibly removed,” Templer
said. “Not by campus staff but
by students. We want those
people to come to the panel
because I think those are the
kind of people that need to see
what an atheist actually is like.”
Gregory Forbes, panelist
and Grand Rapids Commu
nity College biological sci
ences professor, also hopes
the audience gains some
thing from the discussion.
“I do not believe that the au
dience should be told what to
think but rather how to think
so that they can arrive at their
own decision,” Forbes said. “I
also hope that our audience
learns that there are multiple
lenses through which we can
view the world around us.”
In addition to hosting
events, CFI holds weekly meet
ings every Tuesday at 9 p.m. in
Kirkhof Center room 1104.
“We want to provide a
community for secular stu
dents, not unlike a church
community for religious stu

cf.

CENTER
FOR
INQUIRY

Engaging discussion: The Center for Inquiry hopes to connect with the students and campus
community by comparing students' similarities rather than their differences.

dents,” Templer said.
In the future, CFI is plan
ning to host events similar
to this panel discussion that
will potentially incorporate
other religious organiza
tions. They also have had
ideas for debates revolving
around religious topics.
“It would be so great if

we had a multi-religious
discussion or panel,” Beelen
said. “That would be so cool
and I would be incredibly
interested in speaking at
something like that.”
Overall, CFI wants to
connect with the GVSU
campus by comparing stu
dents’ similarities rather

GV gears up for Greek Week
BY MADDIE FORSHEE
MFORSHEE@LANTHORN.COM

his week, be prepared to see Pixar char
acters and Greek letters everywhere on
campus: it’s Greek Week.
Today is the kickoff of the Greek Life
Council’s annual Greek Week competition, a
long-standing tradition among Grand Valley
State University’s Greek organizations.
“It’s really about bringing different (Greek)
people together in a united way,” said Patrick
Connors, the treasurer of Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity and a co-chair of the Greek Week
planning committee.
The theme of this year’s Greek Week is Pix
ar movies, and each of the nine teams were
given a different movie that they are going to
represent throughout the week. Among the
movies being represented are “The Incredibles,” “UP” and “Brave.”
“The theme this year really gives the
teams the ability to be very different from
each other; there’s just so much variety.
I think the teams will be really creative,”
said Erin Patrick, a member of Sigma Kap
pa and another co-chair of the Greek Week
planning committee.
All the movies and their characters will be
seen on campus throughout the week as the
teams decorate boxes that will be set out for a
can drive on Wednesday in the Kirkhof Cen
ter lounge, as well as during a character hunt
through campus on Friday.
Among the other competitions going on

T

is a week-long Instagram contest, “Find
ing Nemo”-inspired pool games on Tuesday
night, and to wrap the week up, there will be
lip-sync on Thursday night. There will also be
a Pixar trivia night tonight and a Greek letter
check-in on Wednesday.
The lip-sync has been a popular event in
the past for both Greeks and non-Greeks.
“It’s always done really well,” Patrick said.
“It’s the creativity that really gets people fired
up. It’s going to be interesting to see what peo
ple do for it.”
Each six-minute performance will feature
songs about and from the movies each team is
representing, which means that every perfor
mance will be completely unique.
All of the competitions use a different
point system, and points will be awarded
by the Greek Life council for placements
in events and chapter participation. At the
end of the week after the lip-sync, all of the
points are totaled for each team and the
winner is announced.
“It’s kind of a pride thing, everyone wants
to be the Greek Week winner,” Patrick said. “It
can get pretty competitive.”
There is no formal prize for having the
most points, except for the bragging rights
until next year comes around.
“You just get the ego boost (from win
ning),” Connors said. “It’s all a really friendly
competition between everyone.”
The week will end with the Greek Life
awards. The award ceremony, just like Greek

GRANDy VALLEY
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Open Auditions!
For the Fall 2014 Shakespeare Festival Productions

The Comedy of Errors
and

Bard to Go
Always wanted to try acting in a play?
AUDITIONS ARE OPEN TO ALL GV STUDENTS

April 6 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
April 7 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Callbacks will take place on April 8
1506 Performing Arts Center
• Sign up for an audition slot at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre Box Office. You do NOT need to attend both
dates but be prepared to attend callbacks if request
ed.
• Come prepared with
- one 60 second comedic Shakespeare monologue - one 60 second comedic contemporary monologue.
• Both productions begin rehearsals in late August,
before the first week of classes.
• The Comedy of Errors perform September 26-October 5. Actors cast in Comedy of Errors may need to
sign up for CTH 455.
• Bard to Go perform on Fridays throughout Octo
ber at area high schools and two on-campus perfor
mances. Actors cast in Bard to Go must sign up for
CTH 400.
• The Comedy of Errors is directed by Roger Ellis
Bard to Go is directed by Karen Libman.
• Please note that both directors request that
- if you do not plan to accept any role that you are
offered, you should not audition.
- Unless you have a specific class schedule conflict
that prevents you from being in one production or the
other, you will be auditioning for both shows.

Summer in Maine
Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!

Teach your favorite activity.
Tennis
Canoe
Water Ski
Gymnastics
Silver Jewelry
English Riding
Copper Enameling
Basketball
Field Hockey
Softball
Newsletter
Lacrosse
Theater Costumer

Swim
Sail
Kayak
Archery
Rocks
Ropes
Art
Pottery
Office
Photo
Soccer
Dance

June to August. Residential.
r~------------ ^-‘te. Apply online

Tripp Lake (amp

See www.gvsu.edu/shakes for more information
Grand\Alley
State University,
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GREEK WEEK SCHEDULE
MONDAY
Pixar trivia & games
Loutit Hall rm. 103

9-11 pm

TUESDAY
Greek letter check-in
S.O.C. (KC 008)

lOam-IOpm

"Finding Nemo” pool games,
Fieldhouse Pool

9:30-11:15pm

WEDNESDAY
Can drive
Kirkhof Ctr Lounge

10am-4pm

THURSDAY
Lip-sync Set Up

2-5pm

Lip-sync 9-11pm
Fieldhouse Arena

FRIDAY
Pixar character hunt

Getting Involved: The annual Greek Week competition kicks

Allendale Campus

12-2pm

off this week among all the Lakers’ Greek organizations.

Week, is a long-held tradition
on campus, but this is the
first time that the two have
coincided with each other.
There are many different
awards given out during the
ceremony, with individual
awards such as Greek New
Member of the Year and
the Fraternity Man/Soror
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than their differences.
“Common ground. That’s
what I really hope this panel
gets across,” Templer said.
“At the core, we’re still hu
man beings and we’re the
same as (religious people)
are. We just have different
beliefs, and in the end that
doesn’t matter much.”

ity Woman of the Year, and
chapter awards, like Ex
cellence in Programming
or the coveted Chapter of
Excellence award, which
involves multiple essays
from different members of
the chapter and a panel in
terview for each chapter up
for the award.

Connors said that even
though Greek Week com
petitions feature all-Greek
teams, it’s not exclusively for
Greeks to watch. All students,
especially those who want to
know more about Greek life,
are welcome to attend.
For more information,
visit www.gvsu.edu/events.
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i. “I stand before you this evening a proud African-American transgender
woman. From a working class background, raised by a single mother, 1 stand
before you an artist and an actress, a sister and a daughter. I believe it’s impor
tant to name the various intersecting components of my multiple identities,
because I’m not just one thing. And neither are you.”
2. “Seventy-eight percent of all students in grades K through 12 that
expressed a transgender or gender non-conforming identity has experi
enced harassment or bullying. Seventy-eight percent. It is a state of emer
gency for far too many transgender people across this country, but as
Dr. Cornel West reminds us, ‘justice is what love looks like in public.’
Isn’t that good? ‘Justice is what love looks like in public.’ And trans
gender people could use a little justice, could use a little love today.
Black people, people of color, can use a little justice, can use a little
love today. People with disabilities could use a little justice, could use
some love today. Working and poor people could use a little justice,
a little love today.”
3. “The other kids used to say that l acted like a girl, what
ever that means, because we know that girls act all kinds of ways,
and from about preschool to high school, I was bullied practi
cally every single day. I was often chased home from school by
groups of kids that wanted to beat me up. I was called names and
made to feel ‘other’ because of the way I acted.”
4. “If we’re really interested in creating spaces where
our children are not bullied, we have to begin to stop stigma
tizing the behavior that might not be consistent with how we
want to assign someone. If someone assigned male at birth
wants to play with a doll or be feminine, that’s OK. It might
not mean he’s gay, it might not mean he’s trans, it might just
mean that he wants to play with dolls, and that’s cool. There’s
nothing wrong with that.”
5. “A lot of my process of working through the
shame is realizing that I am worthy because of who I am.
So I didn’t really feel safe in school and I didn’t really feel
fully safe at home to be who I was, authentically, but
where I felt most safe was in my imagination.”
6 “I’m sitting in third grade, in the therapist’s
office, and I remember the therapist asked me if I
knew the difference between a boy and a girl. And
in my infinite wisdom as a third-grader, because
third graders are so wise, I said ‘there is no difterence.m
7. “The bullies were policing my gender, my mom
was, the teachers were, the therapist was. What’s interest
ing when I think about the gender binary model, I
think that the most of the systems that we have,
they need policing. The gender system, people
need to police it to make sure that it stands.
If each and every one of us created spaces of
resistance to this system, we could dismantle
it Each and every one of us can choose not
to be the gender police todayf
♦♦ ♦ ♦
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GVSU maintains
lead in LSDC stand
ings
Eight-time
cham
pion Grand Valley State
University improved its
lead in the Division II
Learfield Sports Direc
tors' Cup standings af
ter a strong overall fin
ish in the winter season.
GVSU raced out to a
big lead in the fall with
437 points after a pair of
national titles in wom
en's soccer and wom
en's cross country, and
added to its lead with
281 winter points.
The
Laker indoor
track and field teams
chipped in with 153.5
points with top-six na
tional finishes, while
both the men's and
women's swimming and
diving teams placed
10th nationally to con
tribute with 127.5 points.
GVSU (718 points)
now boasts a com
manding lead over Ad
ams State University
(425) and Shippensburg
University (397). Ash
land University (395)
currently ranks fourth.
Points are awarded
based on each institu
tion's finish is up to 14
sports - seven women's
and seven men's.

Lakers play first
game since title vic
tory
The
Grand
Val
ley
State
University
women's soccer team
competed in its first
game on Saturday since
beating the University
of West Florida in the
NCAA Division II Cham
pionship in December.
GVSU kicked off its
spring schedule with
an exhibition game at
home against Loyola
University. The Lakers
claimed a 1-0 victory,
according to the offi
cial Twitter account of
GVSU head coach David
Dilanni.

GLIAC

STANDINGS
BASEBALL
GVSU
Lake Erie
Malone
Hillsdale
Tiffin
Wayne State
ODU
Northwood
SVSU
Walsh
Ashland
Findlay

4-0
4-1
3-1
3-1
2-1
2-3
2-3
1-2
1-2
1-3
1-4
0-3

SOFTBALL
SVSU
Findlay
Tiffin
ODU
Wayne State
GVSU
Ashland
Malone
Northwood
Ferris
Walsh
Hillsdale
Lake Erie
LSSU

■
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Lakers in their game against Wayne State University on Saturday; the Lakers won with a score of 3-0.

CAN'T HIT THIS
Lakers allow one run in first four GLIAC contests

BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTS®1 LANTHORN.COM

The top four arms belonging to
the Grand Valley State University
baseball team combined for just 18
career starts coming into the 2014
season, but, 18 games later, those
arms are 4-0 in conference play
with a 0.00 ERA.
After a 4-0 victory at Hillsdale
College on Thursday, GVSU pitched
its way to three straight wins against
Wayne State University at “home”
over the weekend without surren
dering a single earned run.

“That’s what you dream of from
The Laker rotation may be inexperi
your staff,” senior first
enced at the NCAA Divi
baseman
Giancarlo
sion II level, but, coupled
Brugnoni said. “You put
with an infield capable of
up three or four runs
flashing the leather, it cer
and they get the win That's what
tainly appears to have the
with no worries — no
“stuff” to compete for a
you dream
body on base to worry
fourth straight conference
of from your
title in 2014.
about.”
GVSU (13-5) out- staff.
“They’re all build
scored the pair of GLI
ing off each other; each
AC foes 14-1 in the GIANCARLO BRUGNONI one is trying to beat the
three-day span. WSU SENIOR
other one out,” Brugnoni
was able to score a run
said of the pitching staff.
on Saturday, but it was unearned.
“Competition never hurts a team.”

Junior transfers Evan Nietfeldt
(4-0, 1.37 ERA) and Aaron Jensen
(3-2, 2.45) have teamed up with
sophomore Patrick Kelly (2-2,
3.89) to create a formidable 1-2-3
punch so far, but a fourth member
seemingly emerged as a capable
starter on Thursday in the team’s
first GLIAC contest.
Senior right-hander Sean Clan
cy (2-0, 3.45) twirled eight score
less at Hillsdale and allowed just
two hits and three walks to set up
SEE BASEBALL ON AW
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Weather-challenged Lakers stay focused indoors
BY PETE BARROWS
ASSISTANTSPORTS@
LANTHORN.COM

Every spring for 55 years,
Majpr
League
Baseball
broadcaster Ernie Harwell
would open each season re
citing a stanza known as the
“Song of the Turtle.”
“For, lo, the winter is past,”
the poem begins. If only, for
the sake of the Grand Valley
State University softball team
left patiently waiting inside,
it held true.
In accordance to the lin
gering residual affects of one
of the harshest Michigan
winters in decades, the Lak
ers have already been forced
to cancel 13 games this sea
son and have not played
a single inning of softball
since returning home from
a spring trip to Florida more
than two weeks ago.
“We had seasons that have
started with a tough couple
of first two weeks, and even

tually if we get going here,
we’ll be alright, but it’s still
so cold,” GVSU head coach
Doug Woods said. “We’ve
shoveled snow on our field
three times now this season
in hopes of getting out to
play.
“Usually teams get blisters
from taking batting prac
tice. We get them from using
shovels.”
There is a chance that a
handful of the postponed
games could be made up
later in the season, although
with Michigan weather in
mind, there’s also a chance
there could be more cancel
lations still to come.
Barring
conditions,
GVSU (11-4) will travel to
Canton, Ohio, to return to
the diamond at 1 p.m. Sat
urday with a doubleheader
against Walsh University.
The Lakers are also sched
uled to extend the road trip
with a twinbill against North-

wood University on Sunday,
and if all goes according to
plan, the season will resume
as originally scheduled from
there.
“This is my sixth year
here, and this is the most
difficult start to the spring
season that I’ve seen,” GVSU
Assistant Sports Informa
tion Director DJ Foster said.
“The girls played indoors in
late February, they played
almost a dozen games down
in Florida in early March and
played well, but they haven’t
played again since.
“There is going to be three
weeks in between games - it
feels like months ago - and
they haven’t practiced out
side at all. That’s not unique
to them - a lot of the teams
in the Midwest haven’t gotten
outside, either - but it makes
it tough to bounce back from
long absences of play.”
In most seasons, the Lak
ers play in the range of 45

to 50 games in the regular flowers to appear on the
season, although there have Earth, the singing of birds
been years where there hasn’t and the voice of the turtle to
been a single cancellation.
be heard, and for shovels to
As it stands for now, be replaced, once and for all,
GVSU will play
with bats.
in the range of
“There’s
nothing
you
30 to 35 contests
can do about
before entering
the
weather,
postseason play,
but you try to
and it won’t play ...you try to
work through
at home until a work through
doubleheader
it the best that it the best that
you can, and
against Wayne
stay sharp by
State University you can...
on April 11.
your practices
DOUG WOODS
- that’ll be es
The
short
ened
season HEAD COACH
pecially impor
tant this season,”
aside, the Lak
ers continue to plug through Woods said. “On offense,
daily practice sessions inside we’ve done a lot of hitting,
the Kelly Family Sports Cen and we’ve also gone off our
ter.
live pitching in the cages to
Aspirations of returning keep the pitchers working,
to the NCAA Division II too. The defensive end might
World Series tournament in be a little more of a struggle
Woods’s final season, like the because you don’t get into
snow, have not fully melted
SEE SOFTBALL ON A8
away as the team waits for
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Club hockey snaps title streak in Boston

2-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-2
0-2
0-2

* = overall records

Left to right: Senior Taylor Banks swings at a pitch, junior Mitchell Kozlowski at bat, and senior Stuart Eisler prepares to bat for the

|

4-0
2-0

LACROSSE*
WJU
Ursuline
Walsh
Lake Erie
GVSU
A-B
Findlay
Tiffin
Urbana

m

2-3
1-2
2-4
2-5
1-5
1-5
1-6
0-1

Lakers end their three-season run of championship game appearances after loss
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State University
men’s club hockey team has been a ti
tan at the ACHA Division II National
Championships with appearances in
the title game in each of the past three
seasons. Hopes and expectations were
high once again this year for the Ink
ers, but it’s March, and the madness isn’t
confined to college basketball.
GVSU dropped from the ranks of
2014 contenders in Boston over the
weekend, and, after falling victim to a
slow start, the top-seeded Inkers went
1-1-0-1 and failed to make it out of pool
play for the first time since 2010.
“This was a win-or-bust season,” se
nior captain Nick Heinrich said. “The
guys played their hearts out and left
nothing on the ice — we just didn’t fin
ish the job.”
The Lakers began their postseason

on Friday against Liberty University for
their first of three games in three days.
The score was 2-2 with 4:35 remain
ing in overtime when Liberty senior
Brad Docksteader shot a puck that de
flected off goaltender Scott Tiefenthal’s
stick and across the goal line to send the
No. 1 seed to an early loss.
The Lakers bombarded Liberty with
60 total shots but failed to capitalize on
their opportunities. GVSU head coach
Mike Forbes said the six-week layoff be
fore the tournament was a factor.
“Rust. That’s exactly what it was,”
Forbes said. “We played fine. We domi
nated the game and had great opportu
nities; we just couldn’t finish.”
GVSU opened the scoring as sopho
more Tyler Stoller found the back of the
net for the only goal of the opening frame.
The lone goal almost held through
SEE HOCKEY ON A8

Losing the streak: Tyler Stoller prepares for a face-off during a recent game.
The Lakers broke a three year streak of title game appearance losing in Boston.

NEW GVSU HOUSING GUIDE
THIS ISSUE
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Lakers win spring fling
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM

While Michiganders con
tinue to endure what seems
like a never-ending winter
season, the Grand Valley State
University womens golf team
enjoyed the warm confines of
Perry Park, Ky.
“Its a challenge for us to go
from constantly hitting and
practicing inside to competing
in a warmer climate,” GVSU
head coach Rebecca Mailloux
said. “With this being the first
stop on our road trip, it was
important for us to get out to a
good start.”
The Lakers started off the
two-day invitational in impres
sive fashion by posting a team
score of 306 (+18), four strokes
ahead of second-place Univer
sity of Indianapolis (310).
“We all started off smoothly,
it was great to see,” sophomore
Gabrielle Shipley said. “We
were all looking forward to be
ing able to play outside, rather
than inside the turf building.”
Shipley led the way for the

Lakers during the first day of
competition as she carded a
first-round score of 75 (+3).
Shipley was only one shot off
the lead going into day two.
“She was extremely focused
and played really well right
from the beginning," Mailloux
said. “She hit the driver well
throughout the two-day pe
riod, which allowed her to have
a chance at several birdies.
“She took advantage of
those opportunities and her
score benefited from it.”
As a team, the Lakers were
able to carry their momentum
into day two.
GVSU cruised for a firstplace finish with a total team
score of926, nine strokes better
than second place UIndy.
“We were ecstatic to get this
victory, especially at this point
in the season,” junior Kelly
Hartigan said. “We wanted to
make a statement. Seeing that
some of the teams we just beat
will be in the upcoming tour
nament, I think that statement
was made.”

Shipley continued to im
press on Sunday by tallying two
second-round scores of 75 to
push her two-day total to 225,
good enough to come away
with a tie in first place.
“I tried not to think about
where I was in the standings
after day one,” Shipley said.
“I knew I would just be more
nervous if I knew where I was.
Instead, I just focused on my
game which really benefitted
me in the end.”
Hartigan also got the job
done for the Lakers with a firstround score of 76 (+4).
The second day of competi
tion yielded similar results for
the reigning GLLAC Womens
Golfer of the Year, as she posted
scores of 79 and 80.
“It really wasn’t how I want
ed to finish but I cant be overly
disappointed with the result,”
she said. “I’m going to focus
on what I struggled with this
weekend, and hopefully those
things won’t be an issue next
tournament.”

>
0
On the hunt: Grand Valley State University golfer Kelly Hartigan keeps watch of the ball as it
soars across the course. The Lakers maintained even with a 2-2 week.
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After dropping the first
two matches of the week, the
Grand Valley State Universi
ty men’s tennis team took the
next two over the weekend to
salvage a 2-2 week.
GVSU began the week
with losses to Aquinas Col
lege and Western Michigan
University on Wednesday,
but bounced back with vic
tories at Michigan Techno
logical University and Lake
Superior State University.
The No. 10 team in the
NAIA, Aquinas, won 5-4 over
GVSU in Grand Rapids with
wins in four of the six singles
matches. Freshman Jack Heiniger and junior Quinn Sylow each won their singles
matches, and teamed up to
win their doubles match 8-2.
The pair of sophomore An
drew Heuerman and senior
Andrew Darrell notched a
9-7 doubles win.
NCAA Division I oppo
nent Western Michigan rolled
to a 6-1 win over GVSU in
Kalamazoo. Michael Kaye
came away with the only vic
tory for the Lakers.

SOFTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
game situations much, but
we try to simulate all of it the
best that we can, even if it’s
not quite the same indoors.
“As for the schedule,

HOCKEY
CONTINUED FROM A7
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Lakers fall at Aquinas, WMU
but win against MTU, LSSU
BY LUCAS RAINS
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the third period, but Liberty’s
Nat Arbour scored with 1:34
remaining in the second pe
riod to tie the game at 1 -1. Ex
actly one minute later, sopho
more Jake Endicott scored,
giving the Lakers a one-goal
advantage going into the third
period.
The lead was brief, though,
as Paul Inges tied the game up
just 18 seconds into the third
stanza. Play went back and
forth for the remainder of reg
ulation, but the Lakers toppled
with Docksteader’s dagger.
GVSU bounced back on
Saturday and dictated the flow
in a 5-2 win over the Univer
sity of New Hampshire.
UNH scored a shorthand-

Despite the two losses
early in the week, the Lakers
were determined to compete
against GLIAC foes in the
Upper Peninsula.
“Our matches this week
end were conference match
es, so they were very im
portant,” head coach John
Black said. “We played a lot
of tough matches to get us
ready for them. We played
strong doubles and played
very strong singles too.
“We had different guys
stepping up each match. The
whole team contributed.”
Michigan Tech came into
Saturday’s matchup unbeaten
in conference play, but the
Lakers would end the streak
with a 6-3 victory. GVSU
took five of six singles match
es from the Huskies and add
ed one doubles win.
Darrell, Heiniger, junior
Francis Bertrand, freshman
Billy Heckman, and sopho
more Andrew Bole each won
their singles matches. The
duo of Darrell and Heckman
claimed their doubles match
with an 8-5 victory.
“It looked good. I saw that
we just moved into first place
into our conference with the

win,” Black said. “We’ve got a
long way to go, but it’s better
to be in first place than some
where lower.”
On
Saturday
against
LSSU, the Lakers won by a
final of 5-4. The teams split
the six singles decisions, with
Heiniger, Bole and Sylow
each winning their matches.
In doubles, Betrand and
Bole, and Heckman and Dar
rell each won 8-4.
“It was very important to
get these wins this weekend,
and we need to make the top
eight in the region,” Heini
ger said. “(Beating Michigan
Tech) was an important win
because they’re a really good
team in our conference.”
GVSU will prepare for
next week’s matches against
Walsh University, Lake Erie
College and Malone College.
Black says that there is still
plenty of room for his team
to get better as the season
progresses.
“We’ll be working on dou
bles in practice quite a bit,”
Black said. “We still have a
lot of tennis ahead of us, but
we’re in good position for the
rest of the season.”

this team is certainly going
to appreciate home games
more when we get them,
but none of our objec
tives change; every game is
still important. The more
games you play, your skills
should improve, and we’re

not going to have that
many games this year to
work with, but to be suc
cessful, you always have
to make every trip, every
game, every throw and ev
ery swing you do get count.
That’s our focus everyday.”

ed goal to take a 1 -0 lead seven
minutes into the first period,
but the seemingly unfazed
Lakers scored the next five
goals of the game.
“We were ready to play,”
said junior forward Brad Wil
helm, who scored two goals in
the victory. “We had our backs
against the wall and knew we
had to win.
“Everyone came to play to
day and never quit. When we
all show up ready to battle, we
can be the best team out there.”
Still, the Lakers needed
some help to advance to the
semifinals as Liberty also
notched a victory in its sec
ond game. If GVSU won and
Liberty lost to UNH, the Lak
ers could move on, provided
they held the lead in the goals
against tiebreaker.

The tiebreaker was ren
dered unnecessary.
GVSU was tied 1-1 against
Northern Arizona University
on Sunday late in the first pe
riod, but the Ice Jacks netted
a goal with 3.1 seconds left to
take a slim 2-1 lead into the
locker room.
The Lakers scored to cut
the lead to one early in the
third, but the floodgates
opened from there.
Some chippy play led to
power play opportunities for
the Ice Jacks, and a 4-2 lead
turned into 5-2, and, after ejec
tions from both teams, NAU
put home one more to take its
only win of the tournament 6-2.
The season and the impres
sive three-year streak both
came to a screeching halt with
the sound of the final horn.

Check out
GVSU Food on

MyFitnessPal
Search brand name and GVSU
Download the app or visit myfitnesspal.com
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naKing up ror lost time: The Grand Valley State University club rowing team pulls together during an invitational. The Lakers traveled to Lewisburg, Pa., to scrimmage at the Bucknell
nvi a lona . Since the GVSU team has not been able to practice on the Grand River in 2014, the scrimmage provided much needed practice on the water for the Lakers.

Way down upon the Susquehanna River
Laker navy scrimmages at Bucknell Invitational in Pa., wins majority of races
BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

All the ice jams and flood warnings in the
world couldn’t keep the Grand Valley State Uni
versity club rowing teams from preparing like a
nationally regarded program.
GVSU, which has been kept off the Grand
River thus far in 2014, was able to get some muchneeded mileage on the Susquehanna River over
the weekend while scrimmaging a pair of teams
at the Bucknell Invitational in Lewisburg, Pa.
“Were behind the eight ball right now,” said
head coach John Bancheri, who was tabbed as the
AGRA Womens Coach of the Year in 2013. “Like
most outdoor sports at Grand Valley, were a little
behind with the weather being the way it is.”
The men’s varsity boat showed no signs of
rust, however.
The hard work on the ergs seemingly paid off
for the leakers, as they won the majority of their
races while pitted up against Bucknell University
and Mercyhurst University.
“This is going to be the fastest men’s boat to
ever come out of Grand Valley from what I’m
seeing so far,” he said. “I’ve said this before and it
didn’t happen, but I believe we’re extremely fast
and the results are showing.”
The women’s team, which has won each of
the last six AGRA National Championships, was
speedy on day one but showed some signs of fa
tigue on day two.
Junior coxswain Becca Mier said her team
was still able to make some progress on the scenic
Susquehanna.

“I felt like this weekend we really improved,”
Mier said. “It really helped to have the extra time
on the water. It was a great experience.”
Bancheri said his rowers have been working
vigorously indoors all winter long to get in tip
top shape for the bulk of their season.
He said the main focus right now is to rest up
and study up in hopes of reducing stress for the
upcoming events.
“The better they prepare academically over
the next few weeks, the faster they’re going to get,”
he said. “Ihe work is already there; it’s a matter
of putting the miles in — and the only way we’re
going to do that is if our heads are in the game.”
Ihe teams will have less than two weeks to gear
up for the one of the biggest events of the year, the
41st San Diego Crew Classic, which is scheduled
to take place from April 2 through April 7.
Senior Austin Burris said he is confident in his
team’s ability to impress on the national stage.
“San Diego is really important for us,” Burris
said. “Every two years we always look forward to
that because there’s a lot of competition.
“We feel like were ready to compete at that
level. We’ve been working really hard in practice
putting in the mileage.”
After the SDCC, the teams will compete at
the 19th Annual Don Lubbers Cup Regatta from
April 12 to April 13 in Spring Lake, Mich.
In the meantime, the Laker navy will just have
to hope for Mother Nature’s cooperation in order
to get some more time on the water.
“Hopefully our river’s not too flooded,” Ban
cheri said.
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This past year, winter has
caused an energy crunch.
In January, GVSU spent
approximately $24,750
per day on gas and
electricity. Help us save
energy to help the
GV community.
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Young America’s Foundation’s

SPRING CONFERENCE:
A TIME FOR CHOOSING FOR THE NEXT GENERATION

MICHIGAN
March

28 and 29, 2014 / The Amway Grand Plaza Hotel / Cost: $20

--a*,. uunopBig

Congressman Bill Huizenga

-

Ken Cuccinelli

Lt. Col. Allen West

Rachel Campos-Duffy

M thl\ conference you unit:
\l/

Network with like-minded peers from
across the country and make lasting
friendships.

Learn from top teachers and leaders
in the Conservative Movement about
how to champion your principles at
your school & beyond!

Explore ways to effectively push back
against leftist, big government threats
to your freedoms.

Sign up now at YAF.ORG or contact KATIE TARANat
800-USA-1776 or KTARAN@YAF.ORG
includes tuition, hotel room for Friday night, three meals, ana all materials. Acceptance subject to approval.
(£5Ji yaf.org

<—> The Reagan Ranch
217 State Street
Santa Barbara, CA
1 888-USA-1776

0

National Headquarters
F.M Kirby Freedom Center
110 Elden St., Herndon, VA
1-800-USA-1776
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up just four hits and zero walks
as GVSU earned a three-game
CONTINUED FROM A7
sweep of the Warriors with a 3-0
senior closer Chris Ripple as the win.
“I just tried to throw strikes
Lakers claimed a 4-0 win.
Jensen and Nietfeldt kept the and make the defense do the
momentum going on Friday in work,” Kelly said. “I wasn’t trying
a doubleheader against WSU, as to overpower them or anything
the duo combined to yield only like that.”
Brugnoni’s RBI double in the
five hits and no earned runs in
bottom of the first
12.2 innings of work.
scored what proved to
Ripple picked up
be the game-winning
his fourth and fifth
run.
saves of the season,
The all-time Laker
and the Lakers pro ...I really trust
home run king has
tected their “home”
that our guys
come up big so far
turf at the Farmer’s
this season; he leads
Athletic Complex at have good
the GLIAC in home
Davenport University stuff.
runs (5), RBIs (25),
(due to weather) with
slugging percentage
3-0 and 4-1 seven-in JAMIE DETILLION
(.764), total bases
ning victories.
HEAD COACH
(42) and walks (15).
“It’s a great facility,
The offense wasn’t
so if we can get our
games in and not cancel them, exactly prolific as a unit in the
it’s a big plus,” GVSU head coach four-game stretch due to brisk
Jamie Detillion said. “The big weather conditions, but its ability
gest thing was getting out there, to manufacture runs gave GVSU
throwing strikes and letting our the edge.
“The cold weather made for a
good stuff work — and I really
trust that our guys have good tough hitter’s weekend,” Detillion
said. “Our hitters grinded it out,
stuff.”
Kelly, not to be outdone by put up a few runs here and there
the other starters, found a way to and executed some timely hits, so
pitch a nine-inning gem on Sat I was happy with that.”
GVSU will return to action in
urday for his 21st birthday.
The 2013 GL1AC Freshman a doubleheader against Hillsdale
of the Year worked through the on Wednesday at 10 a.m. and
WSU lineup efficiently by giving 12:30 p.m. at Davenport.
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BASEBALL

Playing hard: Grand Valley State University sophomore Patrick Kelly pitches against Wayne State University on
Saturday. The Lakers swept Wayne State in a three-game set at Davenport University.
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with

SAM HUNT

and special guests

THE HENNINGSENS

APRIL 10, 2014 @ 8PM, GVSU FIELDHOUSE ARENA
$10 STUDENTS, $15 FACULTY/STAFF & ALUMNI, $25 PUBLIC
Tickets available at GVSU 20/20 Desk and startickets.com
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http://gvsu.edu/students

FORYOUR
STUDENT SENATORS
G ENDS

SATURD

n

:H29TH@ 11:59pm

RESULTS WILL BE POSTED ONLINE THROUGH BLACKBOARD

ON MONDAY, MARCH 31st

Or visit
gvsu. edu/studentsenate
to vote!

http://gvsu.edu/studentsenate/ballot-index.htm

Students were asked to
answer one of the following
Platform questions:
l.What do you believe is the biggest issue facing the general
education program at Grand Valley?
2. How would you help combat the struggles that students with
disabilities face on campus?
3. How would you increase awareness for religious inclusivity
on campus?
4. If you would like to address an alternative concern on campus,
please identify and expand on the issue of your choice with a clear
plan of action or remedy stated within your platform.
♦ •
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Constance Turnbull

Valley is the lack of use of technologically driven open and free
resources. With the age of smartphones and computers, everyone
on campus has access to the internet in one form or another. With
the internet, we have access to books, scholarly articles, and other
various effective learning tools that allow for simulation driven
experiences. This all leads into one idea, Open Access. I have
served on the Educational Affairs Committee on Student Senate
since September, and I have continually made this my number
one priority. If I serve another term on Senate I plan to continue
strives to promote the Open Textbook movement. For those
who don't know, Open Textbook is a fantastic new idea which
promotes the use of free/low cost online textbooks.

Andrew Plague
Major: Political
Science

significant issue at Grand Valley is accessibility/perception of
existing student services. While numerous services exist, many
students are facing issues in the classroom, at a campus job, or in
their personal lives that are going unresolved. Since September
2013,1 have served as the Student Senate representative on the
Ombuds Task Force. This task force was charged with studying
the feasibility of adding an ombuds office or ombuds person to
campus. An ombudsperson is an official at an institution charged
with studying issues of maltreatment as well as systemic climate
concerns. This person meets with faculty, staff, and students to
help them understand their own conflicts and decide how best
to address the informally or through existing resources. Unlike
any other office on campus, an ombuds office is neutral, informal,
confidential, and independent.
A

Benjamin Soltis
Technological communication is becoming a great tool for stu
dents & faculty alike to serve as a medium for ideas & knowledge
Major: Computer
advancement. However, the people that work behind the scenes
Information Systems

running technology here at GV do not always work to serve the
students & faculty the best. As an Eagle Scout & a former State
Executive Officer of a national student organization, Business
Professionals of America, I believe change is necessary after
experiencing some of the procedures being carried out here on
campus. The key is working together, as teamwork has sometimes
been left on the sidelines in order for one goal or another to be
carried out. Students deserve better & I am willing to work to
change this in order that education will become the first priority
of technology, to serve as a route towards the businesses so many
students will work at after graduation.

One of the biggest concerns that I have noticed on campus is a
Pfobiem that faces not only the commuting students, but those
that travel to and from campus to living areas and classes. It is
the lack of adequate transportation at peak times. Every time I or
one of my friends has a class that is downtown at 6pm, unless we
■Egjjjr'
.
^ee* ^e leav»n9 Allendale in the early hours of the afternoon, we
t /*•$ will have a considerable wait for the 50. When we eventually get
on the 50, we feel like we are revisiting our childhood and taking
|>
PHpart in a game of sardines. If I have a class that finishes at 5:15pm
K ] ‘ IHpP
on Allendale campus, it seems perfectly acceptable that I will
.o make my 6pm class at Pew. This, however, is actually physically
P' i ‘
ji
impossible. Short of elbowing every other unlucky commuter out
I#
of the way and making a mad dam for the back of the bus, I'm
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Courtney Quinn
Major: Allied Health If elected as a student senator, I would be an advocate for dis
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Craig Harris
Major: Marketing,
Human Resource
Management

DeMario Bell
Major: English

Brian McAllister
Major: International
Business

To help combat the struggles that students with disabilities face
on campus I would like to raise campus awareness concerning
this issue by continuing to inform my peers to be respectful of the
needs of others and continue to provide both positive education
al and social experiences for students with disabilities. Creating
awareness and positive experiences will ensure that those with
disabilities will feel comfortable and that they will always be in a
position to succeed at Grand Valley. Grand Valley offers elite edu
cation and unforgettable experiences and by shaping attitudes
and raising awareness of the needs of others we can all share
these experiences together.

I believe one of the larger struggles facing the general education
program at Grand Valley is that many find it to be too broad and
arduous in nature. For the typical student, their entire freshman
year is spent taking classes that do not necessarily pertain to their
major, and while these courses are designed to broaden an indi
vidual's horizons, it comes at the cost of tuition dollars and time
that could have been allocated towards a student’s major. Certain
aspects of the general education program are reasonable, such as
writing, math, science, and history requirements, but every stu
dent at Grand Valley being required to take classes in categories
such as "Social and Behavioral Sciences”, "US Diversity", or "Phi
losophy and Literature" seems arbitrary. Further, the requirement
of themes or issues courses is another time consuming constraint
a student must meet before graduating.

Our general education program is an essential part Of our matricu
lation throughout college as it provides us with the mastery skills
to engage in societal discourse and contribute our intellect to our
communities. First coming here from a private university with no
* rigor of a general education program, transitioning to Grand Valley
* and taking general education courses seemed overwhelming. As
• I understand the importance of our general education require
ments, the courses are too broad do provide that "general" knowl
edge that we are expected to use in our respected fields. I believe
that our education program needs more integrative with the de
sired majors per the student to propel the masteiy of knowledge
in the student's major. The general education courses seem to add
more pressure on students and sometimes as a result can affect
the GPA negatively if one isn't stronger in a particular subject.

Diana McCrumb
Major: Biomedical
Science

Ella Fritzemeier
Major: Business
Management

Let me first start by saying that Grand Valley State University ex
tion for its students and truly makes a concerted effort to give its
students the best college experience. That being said, I believe
the biggest problem facing this campus currently is diversity.
Recently, this campus has seen atrocities and actions from
individuals that have so much animosity for people who are dif
ferent than themselves. Although the incidents within the past
months were more radical, it is hard not to wonder how many
more people have these same ideas and ignorance. I remember
having a conversation with a good friend, Amina Mohammad,
about the problems Grand Valley faces with diversity. Amina said
something that summed up what people have to understand
in order to learn in just three words—difference not deficit. For
2014-2015, if elected. I plan to promote understanding and acceptance of people who are different from majorit;

Carolyn Andre
Major: Communica
tion, specification in
Ad & PR

Emma Moulton
Major: Communica
tions & Advertising

Eric Cousins
Major: Marketing &
Finance
at American sign language should be offered as a Ian
For the Bachelor of Arts program. I believe it will make
tes more marketable to employers.

J

ability awareness and strive to enhance the environment of our
campus for persons with disabilities. I would concentrate my
efforts to assist students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in
combating any struggles they may face on campus. I believe that
by educating the community at GV about ASD, I could eradicate
many of the misconceptions that are currently accepted and
promote a more positive and accepting atmosphere on campus. I
have the ability to teach and influence many students on campus
through my involvement in Greek Life, Club Sports, the Commit
nity Service Learning Center, and Campus Ministry. Additionally,
I aim to promote the Campus Links' mentee program which pairs
each student with ASD with a peer mentor.

When I first came to
by the cultural diver
can see that there is
diversity and awarer
and cultural greek lif
way to find them, lik

An important issue here on campus is the disconnect between
Student Senate and the Student Body overall. The purpose of Stu
dent Senate is to represent the student body and issues students
have in regards to the University. If students do not understand
what Student Senate does, how can they report their prevailing
issues and expect senators solve them? If I am re-elected, I will
make a solid effort to ensure that student's opinions on how to
improve the University are heard. I will spread the word about
Student Senate and the opportunities that are available for
students. There will be more opportunities to meet senators per
sOnally and be able to discuss problems you have with the people
that are able to solve them, or at least give their best effort to do
so. People will have more confidence in what the University is do
ing because they will have Student Senate to turn to if things are
not how they believe they should be.
Through my experience as Vice President for Public Relations this
year, I have seen the lack of knowledge throughout the student
body of what Student Senate can do. Student Senators work on
many different committees outside of senate where they directly
connect with faculty and staff. We meet with the head of Campus
Dining, Facilities, transportation, Faculty Senate, Dean of Stu
dents, and various others on a regular basis. These meetings give
us a chance to represent students, share what works for us, or
what needs to be changed. Much of the student body is unaware
of our access. I would love it If all students knew they could come
to Student Senate with their issues and know it would be shared
with faculty and staff that can make the change. Many students
don't know the access their organization has to the Student Life
Fund. Every year Student Senate budgets around 1.2 million dol
lars to help student organizations grow, but many organizations
aren't aware of this money meant for them.
It's no secret that Grand Valley State University is growing at a re
markable rate. However, this much expansion comes with a draw
back: reduced parking. While enrollment continues its steady
climb, we are also seeing new buildings being added which is
creating this issue of insufficient parking options for students. If
I were to be elected back onto Student Senate for another year,
this would be a main concern that I would address. I would work
with GVPD to further explore the possibility of adding additional
parking areas, as well as with campus planning committees
to ensure that sufficient parking is incorporated in any future
expansions. Another issue that I'd like to tackle is working with
the committee in charge of overseeing the Rec Center expansion
to ensure that student's voices, needs, and concerns are kept in
mind and implemented in the new facility.
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Hannah Lentz
Major: Journalism
ilism

I have always believed that the fust step to resolving any problem
Jeanette Velasco
or concern is proper education on the subject at hand. Regarding
the matter of limited religious inclusivity on campus, students
Major: Business
should be aware, and make it known that additional, personal
bred mligion based resources are needed on campus. As a part
of this varied college community and a returning member of
student senate, it would be my responsibility to ensure that all
students feel welcome and provided foi in the necessary aspects,
including leligious based necessities. In the year I have se rved as
<i senator, I have learned that in order to get something done, you I
need one person or group with one ambitious idea and the drive Bjw
to make something happen. I take pride in being a Grand Valley
student who looks to make a difference in the lives of others and
with this position as a senator; campus improvement is a never
ending goal..
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Jacinta Reck
Major: Political

I believe that the largest issue facing the general education
program at grand valley is quite simply the lack of challenging
students to think critically. I do feel, and have always felt, that I
am being taught to take a test or to pass a class. I feel that often
professors, especially when It comes to general education classes,
just want students to pass the class and fulfill the requirement.
The fault is not all rested upon the shoulders of educators as this
can often be the goal of many student as well. In several of my
classes I have had professors even tell me that they do not care
if we understand the material just as long as we are able to take
the tests successfully and pass the class. While realizing that a
class such a theater or statistics might not have a lot of pertinent
information to offer my future career I would at least like to learn
something to help my future or my ability to learn.

Science
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Jacob Johnston
Major: Political

As I finish my term on the Political Affairs Committee, our goals
as a committee have changed to provide external outieach and
services to the community that surrounds Grand Valley State
University Many speculations have been made that the Town
ship of Allendale has a bad outlook on the University. However,
after attending meetings and having many disc ussions with
the Allendale Township board, I have learned that the Allendale
community appreciates the university and all the exciting things
we do on this i ampus. The GVSU Mission is to "educ ate students
to shape their lives, their professions and their societies'. My goal
this year, if elected, is to piovide ways to students tor them to
participate in their community and introduce many ways that the
community can help as well.

Science
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Jewel Haji
Major: Legal Studies
and Political Science

a big issue on campus deals with the problem of the lac k of
attendance of organizations at their respective committee meet
jngs. As of now, the only repercussion of a group not attending is
International Business not attending is that those organizations may not receive fund
ing. On the surface, the withholding of funding may sound like a
good incentive to increase attendance, however some organiza
3 tions do not wish to receive funding at all. For those organiza
tions that do not want funding, there is no real incentive for them
to be at their council meetings. What I plan on doing is working
with the Office of Student Life to increase attendance at meet
ings. I plan on doing my best to come up with a policy that makes
attendance mandatory at council meetings in order for a student
organization to exist. The policy would set an attendance mark
in which these groups would have to reach in order to remain a
student organization that is recognized by Grand Valley.

Jonathan Cook
Major: Finance and
Accounting

Jake Bax

Jared Hutchens
Major: Business
Administration

The biggest issue facing Grand Valley's education program is
keeping up with the extremely fast changes in technology that
our world is experiencing. The fast pace at which technology is
changing and advancing makes it hard for professors to teach
their students skills that will be relevant when they join the
workforce. In my Computer Systems class last semester, I learned
that my professor also taught at an elementary school as a com
puters teacher. She told our class that while we were learning
about how to use Microsoft Office and build our own websites,
her kindergarten class was about to begin learning the basics of
app development for mobile devices. This got me thinking about
the relevancy of what we were learning. While knowing how to
use Microsoft Office programs and build websites is satisfactory
in today's professional world, it has almost become common
knowledge.
<r

Jason Vandenberghe
Major: Spanish and The student body of Grand Valley State University should be
Secondary Education thoroughly educated about the different types of religions on

Being a freshman this 2013-2014 school year I experienced an
unexpected concern that many other freshmen and possibly

Major: Broadcasting upper classmen also experienced. A huge concern this year
and for future years to come here at Grand Valley is the increase
in incoming freshmen and the lack of freshmen housing on
campus. At any college, completely running out of on-campus
housing should not be a huge concern for an incoming freshman.
Unfortunately, because of this today I Hve In an off-campus apart
ment, and it was very difficult for me to get involved and connect
with my freshmen class. Although this Is a huge issue to take on
my goal is to make sure an incoming student of any grade does
not have to experience this issue I had. My small plan of action Is
to connect with the off campus freshmen to make them feel wel
corned, involved, and excited to officially call themselves a

m
H

In response to the first question, I believe that the biggest is
sue facing the general education program at Grand Valley is
the students'disregard to the the fact that these core classes
are important for our growth during our time in college. Many
students look at "gen-eds" as a waste of time and frequently ques
tion why they need to take them. What they don't see is that no
matter what your major is, it is helpful to have a broad range of
knowledge in different subjects. Students often want to focus on
just their field of study, but knowing a little bit about others can
be helpful when looking for a job in the future. An art class might
seem irrelevant for a legal studies major, but think of the edge it
gives you in being able to interpret things with an artistic view. I
think that Grand Valley is doing everything right when it comes
to our general education requirements, but I feel as though it
needs to be advocated as a good set of courses that will ultimate
ly benefit any student attendinq this universi
Many people believe that disabilities are those whxfte.v
seen with the eyes. But what affects more i>cople thv r
cal disabilities aie the mental o» emotional dnalv'-tu ' ■*>
number of college students are Lx mg depression AiV
many more. These disabilities can impede students hem
Succeeding in their studies because students .ve me e .
cerned with outside events then the;- honv.v ■■». *- -»
more information out to students on tK .. .m '.. x
j depression. ADD. OCD. etc. and inch*.
.is| steps t
I work smarter would he a good way to combat the
.
students with disabilities For exampie l work on my hoi
for 45 minutes That means I turn off my phone and d
from the Internet and focus on one task: After those 1 - •
take a 15 minute break 1
with CXD and ADD a few years ago Simple thing' ke f
me to dive mv brain a rest and 1 can heir me sustain fOv\

Jorden Simmonds
Major: Finance
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Jordyn McCarthy
Major: Biomedical

campus because of the importance of diversity and intercultur.il
competent y. Simply talking and listening to someone of a differ
ent culture, specifically reliqion is critical. As a Student Senator. I
would take the time to educate myself and listen to the student
body in regards to their religion, or lack there of. In order to help
maintain a diverse campus, education on the basis of reliqion is
extremely imperative. As a very religious individual, I know that
I would want my voice to be heard, and a great Student Senator
would open his/her ears to listen fo any student willing to talk.

.
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The biggest issue I have with the general education proo
at Grand Valley is some of ihe policies that certain proU~
possess. Most importantly, I do not believe there should ‘
tendance poticy to where you tose half a gude vvher v\M.
class period. Students pay for their classes and •: < .
emergencies or bec ome SKk they should not become p*
•zed with their grade. I also believe that professors sho*. a
_ adopt the option of an online book Many professor'
using technology in the dassroom Times are changing .>
need more technology vyrthm our education Profess* >
allow online textbooks in the dassroom This would >c v<
I financial crisis for a lot of students and make going v
convenient by not needing to carry many large books
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John Riegler
Major: Group Social
Studies
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Jessica Hamlin
Major: Public
Relations

To increase awareness of religious inclusivity on campus, I'd focus
on attendance at multi-cultural events. Such events would be ap
propriate because they might reasonably revolve around religion
or, at least, people who practice various religions. Grand Valley
student, faculty and staff attendance at these events would
involve the campus community with each other, interacting
and learning about a culture different than their own The event
would familiarize people to this^reUglon with hopes of realization
that people of differing religions me not terribly dissimilar. By
interacting together, people get a glimpse of each other beyond
appearances and humanize their perceptions of one another.
Gaining a different understanding between all on campus cre
ates a more tolerant, ultimately inclusive culture. Facilitating this
occurrence is a proactive approach I would explore to increase
inclusivity. This effort could come in many forms.

Jacob Schacht
Major: Political
Science

t would like to increase religious inclusivity awareness by educat
ing students about different religions and just because it is differ
ent does not mean they can not be recpectful and accepting of
everyones religious choice.

Jose Rodriguez
Major: Art Education

*

I believe that what we have here at Grand Valley is great; that isn't
to say everything is perfect, but we definitely are in a good direc
tion with our programs here. With that said, I think the biggest
hurdle we face is getting the word out there about Grand Valley.
We know Grand Valley is great, but getting employers outside of
West Michigan to believe the same will take a lot of effort. I think
that we can focus on highlighting the initiatives and the innova
tion that is happening on campus and making sure that, despite
being a young college, Grand Valley Is ahead of its time and lead
ing the way in the educational industry. When we can effectively
showcase the great developments at Grand Valley, I believe our
degrees will become more prestigious and more valuable into
our professional pursuits.
Regarding the general education progiam at Glar'd Va 'ey : '
my opinion that the way the curriculum i< taught by \kcdtv . a
ies greatly depending on the professor. To expand mo-e or. th >
I have found that in most cases lecture material ciu zre-s
exams are borrowed from previous professors that created teem
Depending o.n the professors teaching style foi that c
itv
exam format may not bo exactly how they present informal.’o
and yet students are still tested using other {professor > • at/
The overlap of teaching styles and testing methods can make •.
a difficult learning experience. If a professor \%as requited to .v t
his or her own material, different sections would be morexom
placent with those professors'methods The general educat or
program is meant to give basu. knowledge and also help tvyrnw
a student's decision when choosing a major If students are v.s*.
being pushed through these classes with material from years
ago, I do not see the benefit to be gamed.

Grand Valley prides itself on being a university that encourages
and accepts individuals, without discrimination based on "age,
color, disability, familial status, height, marital status, national
origin, political affiliation, race, religion, sex/gender, sexual orien
tation, gender identity and expression, veteran status, or weight.’
Nonetheless, heightened awareness of religious inclusivity, to
focus on a singular aspect, would be beneficial to the multitude
of individuals that attend Grand Valley. In a healthy, liberal arts
college there is an equal voice from each side of an opinion that
kindly shows tolerance and acceptance of Others, even if not
everyone agrees on a statement. With religion, a topic that can
be touchy, there needs to be a clear census that all religions that
students practice are to be included at Grand Valley. Religion is
a uniting factor and through communication of students from
multiple religions there would be awareness that there is a place
for any individual to fit Into
One of the biggest problems facing the general education
program is that the Idea of a liberal arts educ atron 1 bef*t vj: s .
outdated. Stemming from ideas originating in the Renaissance
Pgriod, liberal arts college*, such as GVSU,emphasize educ at
ing a person holistically teaching a variety of sublet tv from
both the humanities and sciences ThH-concept still resonates
among many college campuses around the country and s seen
as beneficial for students, broadening their understanding and
knowledge of the wider world. I would agree that student- hay.
something to gain from a liberal arts educ at ion however t do - *
think that the system of c lasses set m place n*n\ is necessarily th»
best fit for all students, I believe that since students an tK
putting forth the money to attend a higher institution of Ivan
mg, they should have more of a say in what college' classes they
take outside of then intended major
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Kaylee McWilliams
Major: Criminal
Justice

To combat the struggles within the disabled population of Grand
Valley I would like to see and work towards a more open and
understanding community within our campus. Today we do not
hear many things about disabilities especially at the university
level. I think that open discussion about the problems facing
those with disabilities is key. If we can start programs such as
support groups to gain more knowledge about the needs of
those with disabilities I feel as though it would be very beneficial.
Why not ask from the source what needs to be fixed and done on
campus to help these individuals. Let us go straight to the source
and gain information to help them. The possibilities can best be
discussed with those with disabilities personally.

Kent Redford
Major: Advertising &
Public Relations

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

Madison Creutz
Major: Liberal Study,
Focus in Women and
Gender Studies

I would like to address the issue of div#sity and inclusion on cam
pus at Grand Valley. Opinions vary on vthether or not our campus is
considered diverse according to the background from which each
individual grew up. There is no question to me that our campus
is diverse in countless ways. Some of them evidently being, race,
identity, culture, ethnicity, religious representation, and sexual
orientation. The importance of inclusivity and equality within a
college campus is imperative to the success of the university as a
whole. Our campus has recently been affected by racist incidents
that no student body should respond to lightly and it is our respon
sibility as students of Grand Valley to make changes, somehow to
make our diverse campus feel more Inclusive to everyone that is
accepted into the university. If elected onto Student Senate, I will
use my passion for the equality of people, my ability to engage
others and my honest opinions to take steps towards educating
our campus on the importance of diversity and inclusivity.

Malayna Hasmanis
Major: Special Needs
Education

I believe the biggest issue facing the general education program
at Grand Valley surrounds the idea that there is a lack of correla
tion between the classes provided for one's major and how it
is inevitably applicable to the real world. I have witnessed how
people are unable to utilize the information offered in their
classes to their majors by how the curriculum in their classes is
not up to date. For example, one of my friends took an adver
tisement class for health communications, where the teacher
proceeded to teach their students how to develop efficacious

I think a major issue here at GVSU comes during the football
season. I see when I go to a football game when halftime occurs,
almost the entire student section is depleted. This is a huge
problem and really tarnishes our school spirit credibility. This is
why I think our student section for these games needs to become
an event where everyone is excited to go and stay for the entire
game. Maybe pep rallies need to happen or other events that
would attract a broader audience is needed.

Kyle Seymour
Major: Finance,
Economics

Lawrence Williams
Major: Political
Science

Logan Wyatt
Major: Finance
Business Economics

Mackenzie Butler
Major: Business

MacKenzie O’Neil
Major: Film/Video
Advertising/PR
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Madelaine Cleghorn
Major: Political Sci
ence and Spanish
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The biggest issue facing the general education program at Grand
Valley is many students don't take them serious. What makes
Grand Valley such a unique school is we are a Liberal Arts Uni
versity. Although many students complain about having to take
general education class most of these classes' help you become
more of a well rounded, critical and analytic thinkers. However,
some students don t take general education classes serious
because of.the information that is taught in. Throughout the first
year of college students take classes that are general knowledge
that someone who graduated high school could probably figure
out With this in mind many students are found not going to
•general education classes and not applying their full potential
to these classes. When we look at higher level classes students
are more engaged in the subject and are willing to put full forth
effort because the class is something they are interested in.

At times, students who graduate high school have no idea
what they may want to do later in life. Enrolling in some kind of
secondary education is required in the 21st Century if you want
better employment opportunities, yet some incoming freshman
apply to college without any particular interest in any area of
study. That's why we have a general education program. To assist
those students who have not found their niche, allowing them
to experience a wide range of subjects and U«oo>e
one that
may best Ft them. However, most often st dents enroll ir a cok
lege or a university knowing exactly what they want to do. This
is where the general education program is not needed. Wasting
precious time and money simply to take courses of which may
hurt your G.P.A. is not necessary. In fact, it serves no purpose at all
to the student! What do I believe is the biggest issue facing the
general education program at Grand Valley? The fact that we are
targeting the wrong students with this pr
Liberal education in today's society is becoming more important
as employers are looking for a diverse workforce but it is faced
with many challenges. Part of a liberal education is the gen
eral education classes that students are required to complete.
Students can either embrace them or reject them as useless. In
creasing large portions of students attend college not to exparfd
their minds, but to simply get a degree in a specific job field they
find interesting. They do not see the importance of the general
education courses. I believe that one of the biggest issues with
the program is getting student to embrace the importance of
the general education courses as something positive, instead of
looking at them as a courses they can "blow off ". These courses
help to expand a students mind and help them achieve a better
understanding of the world we live in.

As a Liberal Arts College, students are required to take many
classes in various categories that encourage them to be open
minded to all perspectives and think about issues in broad
terms, to help create well-rounded members of society that will
thrive in any real-world situation. I think this is something that is
extremely important, and GVSU is successfully pushing students
to think outside the box by taking classes they may never have
simply because they are mandatory. However, I believe there is
a void in the requirements that leaves out an important skill that
students need to have in today's world. An important issue I see
with the general education program at GVSU is that there is not
a required course about diversity awareness and acceptance;
how to interact with people of all kinds, how to deal with racism
and help prevent it, and how to think in terms of people from all
cultures being united as one, rather than segregated by race, skin
color, or sexual identity.

advertisements for the present health world using the medium
of Microsoft Word, which is meant to be relevant for their health
communications major. Granted Microsoft Word is used in man/
daily endeavors; however, it is not the most effective means of
creating the most effectual advertisements for the upcoming
health world.

I strongly value student involvement and interaction on campus.
As a current student I do not feel as though the awareness or
engagement level GVSU students have with the university Is as
strong as It has potential to be. This is a concern I would like to
address. I want to further engage students to become part of the
culture at GVSU and experience much of what it has to offer. In
order to accomplish this, I would like to strengthen the overall
awareness level students have with the GVSU Student Senate.
I understand how influential social media is with spreading the
word. Because of its influence I want to use social media as my
main platform strategy to increase awareness and engagement
students have with student senate. Student senate connects with
students on two social media networks: Facebook and Twitter.
GVSU has 24,477 students enrolled for the 2013-2014 school year.
Of those students only 5.24% have “liked “GVSU's Student Senate
page on Facebook.

Malina Clements
Major: Public
Relations

Matthew Allore
Major: Secondary EdGroup Social Studies
emphasis in History

What do you believe is the biggest issue facing the general
education program at Grand Valley? I believe that the biggest
problem facing the General Education Program at Grand Valley is
the outsourcing of general education course to community col
leges. Due to the rising costs of higher education, the number of
students completing these courses at local community colleges
i is escalating. I believe that this hurts the Giand Valley commu
nity because it limits the diversity of our campus. It also leaves
students to make the decision between incurring more debt by
attending GV for four years or saving money and attending a
community college for their basic general education courses. To
help this I think it is important to highlight the benefits of attend
ing Grand Valley at any level, but especially as a freshman.

Matthew Ortiz
Major: Accounting
and Finance

Michelle Nelson
Major: Marketing/
Management
H&jw

.
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In my opinion, the biggest issue facing the General Educa
tion Program at Grand Valley is the amount of time it takes to
complete the requirements. To spend an estimated two years
studying material that could potentially serve no prominent role
in your future career begins to feel like a time burden, as well as a
financial burden on students. Something to consider is that many
of the courses in the General Education Program are similar to
those that college students completed during their high school
years. Many students have a concrete idea of the career path they
wish to follow and would like to begin that pathway as soon as
possible. I feel that the requirements of the General Education
Program should be changed to accommodate the time restraints
that college students face to receive a degree in only a four year
period This could limit the years that students spend in Gradate
school and allow more time to focus on the subject that will actu
ally pertain to their future.
•: ■
■ ■

Nikolas Catlin :
Major: Marketing
Human Resource
Management

One issue on campus that I am confident can be solved by stu
dent action is the inclusion of international students throughout
campus. Perhaps if GVSU can create a more welcoming environ
ment for international students, we can increase the current
number enrolled from 378.1 would propose the creation of a pro
gram that pairs each international student with at least one noninternational student, preferably one who is involved on campus
or has a major in a language the international student speaks.
This creates an opportunity for the International students to get
more out of campus life, as well as a chance for non-interndtional
students to learn about a culture outside of what they are familiar
with. Additionally, it would be useful for student organizations to
reach out to international students specifically, making them feel
more welt ome

Nyra Naheedy
Major: Legal Studies

■IfJ*

What do you believe is the biggest issue facing the general educa
tion program at Grand Valley? Grand Valley State University stands
on the precipice of change because of rapid growth. This growth
must be carefully managed in order for the quality of the educa
tional experience to remain high in areas such as student services,
reasonable tuition, and small class sizes. For years, GVSU has kept
most class sizes small enough to enable and encourage professors
to give more individual attention to students. The small-class style
of teaching has drawn a swell of young eager minds to the campus
with hopes of exploring their full educational potentials. Bold new
buildings are being built all around campus in order to accommo
date this surplus of students. Change is necessary to keep evolving
and growing as a university. However it’s important that GVSU not
lose what has made it special. To facilitate this change there needs
to be a substantial growth in the different services offered by
Grand Valley such as the writing workshops.
I believe that the biggest issue regarding the general education
program at Grand Valley is the struggle to complete all the require
merits in a timely manner. I feel that with the current requirements,
it becomes nearly impossible to complete your college career
within only four years without taking summer classes. I would like
to work with the General Education Board to see if there are any
ways to compress these requirements into a more manageable
workload for students. When factoring in these classes, as well
as major-related classes, students are left with little to no room
if wanting to change their path through college. I personally can
relate to these struggles students are facing of now having to
. complete summer courses instead of taking a summer internship,
which in my eyes is more beneficial to the student when looking at
long-term goals. If elected on the body and l will make it my yearly
goal to work closely with the Vice President of Education to work
, on these issues.

College is a time for growth and development. Most people
attend college to get a degree that they believe will help them
land their dream job. Learning, however, should not be limited
to the classroom. Getting involved on campus can provide many
opportunities to grow as a leader, develop social skills that can
be carried long after graduation, as well as a chance to make
connections that can help you land the dream job that you have
always had. As a member of Student Senate, I will do the best of
my ability to ensure that student life on GVSU's campus continues
to be one of the greatest aspects of going to school here. Having
a degree can get your foot in the door; having great social skills
and knowing how to be a part of an organization can help you to
move up company’s ladder.

I believe that students who are unsure of their majors should have
the opportunity to branch out further from the'general education
program. For a lot of students, the pressure of not knowing what
they want to be in life is perhaps the most pressure they've under
gone. The tuition costs and the 4 year deadline create what feels
like an extremely small, limited, and closing chance for students .
I to make a decision. This decision is further limited by students
1 attempting to finish their general education requirements within
their first two years and making a decision no later than their
sophomore year By limiting these students to the general eduration prclqram, as it is now, we are limiting then opportunity to
experience college a,s what it should be ( olleqe is meant to bo a
time where young adults < an find themselves, establish what they
care about, what they want to do in life, and dei ide on a < areer.
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SPORTS

Rainesha Williams-Fox
Major: Psychology/
Criminal Justice

Scott St. Louis
Major: History

V

Sean Omelia
Major: Broadcasting

I am currently working on getting an Interfaith Center on cam
pus at GVSU. This center will be similar to the Women's Center,
OMA, and IGBT center. I believe that having an interfaith Cen
ter will allow students, staff, and faculty the proper resources
to educate themselves on the various religious (spiritual)
backgrounds. Within the center, programs will held m order to
increase awareness of religious inclusivity. Just like the other
centers, this center will be OPEN and AVAILABLE to EVERYONE
no matter your background.

One of the main issues with which I have been involved as a
member of the Student Senate for the past two years has been
Open-Access Scholarly Publishing, the idea and practice of pro
viding students, scholars, doctors, and entrepreneurs with free,
immediate, online access to academic journal articles. Students
are often unaware of the fact that their tax and tuition dollars
pay for much of the research that is published in academic jour
nals of all disciplines, even though they are essentially forced
to pay a second time for these materials when their university
library system purchases subscriptions for the same journals,
some of which can cost up to $40,000 per year. If elected to a
third term as a GVSU Student Senate, I hope to continue my
work with like-minded members of Grand Valley's faculty and
administration by discussing this issue with state legislators.

If I were to be reelected onto Student Senate, and I saw a
student who has a disability, struggling around campus, I would
first ask the student if I could help them with whatever situation
they maybe dealing with. I would then ask the student if they
wanted the Disability Support Resources center information, so
if they have any more problems they can report them, After that
I would try to prevent that particularly issue from happening
again, by contacting the Disability Support Resources Center,
and set up a meeting to make sure we get rid of the problem as
soon as possible, so that students doh't have to deal with that
particular issue again, as no students should feel like they need
assistance on campus because of any disabilities.

Shannon Blood
Major: Group Social
Studies, emphasis
in History

I think that the biggest issue facing the general education
program at Grand Valley would be making students aware of its
emphasis to their college education. Being able to take general
education courses and acquire a liberal education allows stu
dents tn learn about other topics than just the ones that might
be included in their major. General education courses should be
chosen for each student based on their interests in the course
topics versus classes that might seem easier or less challenging
than others. These courses are there to enhance their education
and not be based on a qualification that must be met.

campus living with a disability face daily struggles that can be
avoided. Those with disabilities may need special accommoda
tions. Winter can be one of the hardest challenges for someone
with a disability when navigating campus. Over the course of
the winter, not all walkways and parking lots are accessible for
someone who may need a clear path. The winter snow and ice
pile up can prevent someone with a disability from making
it to class or an event. In order to help combat this issue that
students with disabilities face on campus, I would work with
maintenance on the consistency of winter upkeep.

Relations

Major: Pre-Business

Terrell Couch
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Major: Political
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________ found very few areas of concern. Now* • •
advocacy would be an mc'ease
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I believe that in order to fix the problem you must identify what
the problem is. The general education program is a wonderful
curriculum to follow for many students, especially those who do
not know what they want to go into. It offers a vast array of sev
eral different fields of study, ensuring that students receive an
introduction to each field. While this program is very beneficial
to some students, there are some issues that need to be fixed
with it. The general education program is a hefty credit amount
for many of the students. There are several courses a student
is required to take and most of these classes do not apply to
their major or minor. For most students, it is possible to finish all
of their general education requirements, their major or minor
courses, and the cognate courses for their degree in the matter
of 4 years. However, there are many students who have to take
an extra semester or year in order to finish their undergraduate
education.

If elected Senator, I will work very diligently on behalf of
students with disabilities. I understand that students with
disabilities have all of the potential in the world to succeed
academically, professionally, and in life overall. If exposed to the
appropriate resources, for students with disabilities, successes
absolutely inevitable. As a Senator, I will make it one of my pri
Community Develop orities to ensure that students with disabilities are, first, made
aware of campus resources that are available to them. Sec
ment Planning
ondly, I will make certain that they have direct access to quality
resources that are guaranteed to help them learn, grow and
succeed here at Grand Valley State University and beyond. I will
also constantly think of new strategies to better assist students
with disabilities by researching more and more ideas that Grand
Valley can implement on campus that will improve the quality
of resources that are offered to students with disabilities.

Stepha'N Quicksey
Major: Public & Non
Profit Administration
Concentration:

I
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Tyler Major
Major: Biology
Pre-medTech

Tyler Swanson
Major: Accounting

Shelbi Rushing
Grand Valley has been continuously increasing at an expo
Major: Hospitality
nential rate. As enrollment increases, so does the amount
Tourism Management of students living on campus with a disability. Students on

Shirlene Armstrong
Major: Political Sci
ence International

An alternative concern on campus is racial inclusion. Grand Val
ley has a small percentage of minorities on campus and being
a minority I see firsthand the issues we face. A couple of things
that not just Grand Valley could do, but everyone to promote
and enhance racial inclusion includes things like having different
organizations from fraternities to student unions, start work
ing together to put on different cultural events, bringing in
more diversity topics and discussions at transitions, and having
the liberal arts curriculum changed to bring in more diversity
aspects. Going further, the main problemys that racial inclusion
and the discussion of all races isn't really happening on campus.
If organizations started working together to introduce there dif
ferent cultures to each other we could all learn to appreciate the
cultural differences here on campus.

Sydney Tyus

and Finance

The main goal of the General Education Program of Grand Valley
is to assist in creating a diversely educated person. Although this
does help students in their general knowledge of things, there
stands a large issue within the program. I believe this large issue
to be a lack of understanding of the General Education Program
within the Grand Valley student body. I think the students simply
don't understand why they have to take a math class if he or
she is an art major or why a science major might have to take a
history class. I know that everyone could just talk to almost any
faculty or professor's in Grand Valley and find out what the Gen
eral Education Program really does. I still don't think that is the
overall solution to the problem because the thought of why he
or she is taking a certain class still looms. I feel the only way to fix
this problem is to first look at the root of it then decide from that
how to best help students understand how Genera! Education
The biggest issue facing the genera ecfucajtsqr g'cc' J'" r.
Grand Valley is keeping students interested and — c: . *i*?i
general education classes that na.e t.t'e
selected major.There have been r
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Tyler Tester
Major: Finance
By giving all religions equal rights and opinions on campus af
fairs, we can reduce the effects of religious inclusivity. No religion
(or lack thereof) should feel oppressed or like their views are
unequal to others at Grand Valley State University. By giving aJl
religions impartial say in religious affairs, religious inclusivity can
be stopped.

MB *

Tyler Ziola
Major: Human
Resources
Management

As a well-known quote by Dan Wilkins states a com w l
that excludes even one of ts members is to commur -.' I believe inclusivity and a sense of ccrrr unity .
our success as individuals ^nd as a univers ts * -students y
a
feel empowered to share the*r voice and their story because "
everyone's unique paths and perspectives foster a r>o 3 .-r'se
environment in which we can learn, grov. and deve'oc An in
clusive community creates an environment wnere we.are abie to
express ourselves and share pur unique perspect . es and s*: ■
that challenge the norms stereotypes 3nd stigmas o* soc .
Community building begins from the ground jp an * * deg -.
when we feel comfortable enough to share o^f deas Ae arc
able to build a university where world-changing ideas are bp'when we are able to freely express Our thoughts and stpoes and
when we able to openly educate and talk with cur peers.-Ho v. dp
we build upon and expand our Grand Valley commun-ty?

http://gvsu.edu/studentsenate/ballot-index.htm

Stop at our table in Kirkhof to vote
3/24: 9am-10am & lpm-4pm
3/25:10am-12pm
3/26:1 lam-3:30pm
3/27:12pm-3pm
3/28:12pm-2pm

Or visit
gvsu.edu/studentsenate
to vote!
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply

MARKETPLACE
Employment
Are you passionate about
campus health outreach and
social justice? The Univer
sity Counseling Center is
looking for interested stu
dents to serve at Peer Edu
cators. Lakerjobs JobID:
14245 for more info.

Looking for a subleaser from
May-August in Mystic
Woods! You have your own
bedroom/bathroom, laundry,
and carport. Cable and air
conditioning are available.
You would be living with
three awesome girls. $415 a
month but willing to negoti
ate!

Housing

The Lesbian and Gay Com
munity Network of Western
Michigan
Job Title: Spring/Summer
2014 Event Planning & De
velopment Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 14229
Apply By: April 30, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Internships

Looking for a female roomate
to sublease for a 3
bedroom/3.5 bathroom
townhome. You will be with
two awesome girls! Rent is
440 a month with free cable
and the lease is from June to
June. Please contact me
ASAP if you are interested.
Text or call me at
2699536327!

I am looking for someone to
sublease my apartment at 48
west May - August. The rent
is $460 a month, parking
pass included. Please email
me if you have any questions
at tolanma@mail.gvsu.edu

Male or female subleaser
needed for May, June and
July! Only $395/mo with your
own bedroom AND bath
room! Located at Full Circle
Townhomes. Contact me @
517-490-7707 for details!

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds(2)lant horn.com

FIND /\ HOME

24/7

l-ANTHORN.COM

SUBMIT
YOUREVENTS

YouQEB
6VSULANTH0RN

west

classified5@lanthom.com

FRIENDS
WITH

FunCakcsGR.com

rSeaefltfd?.

"LIKE"US ON

Undent
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Weber Shandwick - Detroit
Job Title: Production Coordi
nation Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 12067
Apply By: July 31,2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

live this way

FREE TO

FOR

Every newspaper Is
printed on recycled paper.
Every issue left on the
stands Is then re-recycled.

Clinton River Watershed
Council
Job Title: Environmental Sci
ence Intern
Location: Rochester Hills, Ml
Search Job ID: 14281
Apply By: April 9, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

VIEW

/Vetvs

fl

You could be a lucky winner!
The Lanthorn Theme of the
Week is Lucky, share your
lucky Irish photos on Instagram or Twitter with #Lanthorn to win free prizes.

CAMPUS

Breaking

ffl

Miscellaneous

Eenhoorn LLC
Job Title: Sales Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 14246
Apply By: April 6, 2014
For more information visit
w ww .gvsu. edu/lakerjobs

LANTHORN.COM

CakeRental.com

______________________

ll.intlioni

Submit your origingal work
to associate(a>lanthorn.com

BRAIN BUSTERS
King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Send forth
5 “- com
pany, ...”
9 Scepter
12 Broad
13 Furnace
output
14 — out a
living
15 Find not
guilty
17 Savings
plan
acronym
18 Person,
place or
thing
19 “Loves me
(not)”
determinant
21 Had a
homecooked meal
24 Old woman’s
home?
25 Coffee
vessels
26 Company
agent
30 Money of
Moldova
31 “The Age
of Anxiety”
. poet
32 Brewery
product
33 Insisted on
35 List-ending
abbr.
36 Historic
times
37 Concerning
38 More angry
40 Macadamize
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42 Lawyers’
org.
43 Work
together
48 Obtain
49 Camel
feature
50 Singer
Campbell
51 Sailor’s
assent
52 Puppies’
calls
53 Harvard rival
DOWN
1 Lamb’s
mama
2 Blend
3 Altar
affirmative
4 Serena’s
game
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5 From one
end to
t’other
6 Slowly with
draw (from)
7 Cereal tidbit
8 Sondheim or
Colbert
9 Say again
10 Veggie in
Creole
cooking
11 Transaction
16 Lo-o-ong
time
20 Dawn
goddess
21
Lang
Syne”
22 Genealogy
chart
23 Count
24 Coaster
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.
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Find the listed words in the diagram They run in ail directions forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★ ★

O

2012 King FaaturM Synd.. Inc

by Donna Pettman

Each numbered row contains two clues and two 6-letter answers. The two answers differ from each other
by only one letter, which has already been inserted. For example, if you exchange the A from MASTER
for an 1, you get MISTER. Do not change the order of the letters.

Fig
Grapes
Hazelnut
Lychee

Almond
Apricot
Cashew
Chestnut

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ * HOO BOY!

Mango
Olive
Papaya
Pecan

Pistachio
Quince
Walnut

@ 2012 King Features Synd , Inc All rights reserved

O 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.

Even Exchange

J

C

4

6
9

4

9

9
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A

by Linda Thistle
Lather
Citric quaff
Verve
Hide
Lawlessness
Exist
Vim
Thorough
fare (Abbr.)
Long story
Do as you’re
told
and
Circum
stance”
iPad down
loads
French
assent
Carte lead-in
Aviv
preceder
Compass pt.

FRUITS AND

r

GryptoQuip

N

This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands
for another. If you think that X equals 0, it will equal 0 throughout
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.

1. Dog rope

___________ H

Smallest amount

2. “The____Games"

________ G______ Orion, e g.

3. Make a call

__ H________ Lying face down

4. Deep-red gem

______________ T

5. Throw a baseball

_____T______ Smidgen

6. Movement

M______________Idea

N equals 0

PG P TNNC XEVABX MESD JNL

Gather

7. Quicker

____ Cultivate

8. Reception area

_

Leisure pursuit

9. Checkered print

D

Ordinary

10. Legendary sorcerer

Clue:

JLEGAQ YPKFDYPKEVEPSG, E
UNBMC GBTTDGK
"UFPK'G QNBL GESD?"

____Hemingway’s big fish
© 20I2 King Feature* Synd., Inc.

© 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.
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5
I
18
II
IMS
1G-17
10-21
22-23
21
2S
20-2?
20-23
30-31
33
31
3S
30
3?
30
30

MOVING CHECKLIST
PHOPERTY INSPECTION CHECKLIST
MEADOVS CROSSING
POLL CIRCLE
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It’s almost that time a year again when students frantically
look for subleaser for their room or hunker down to spend
the summer in the shadow of Grand Valley State University.
Whether living in a dorm, apartment, townhouse or house all
students eventually face the dreaded task of moving. Moving
isn’t a science, but a strategic plan can make the move easier.
Before a wave of stress crashes over you do to the big
move, use the following checklist to dam up those unneeded
emotions.
1.
Donate
Living somewhere for months, a year or even years can
result in some unnecessary hoarding. Before packing up go
through your clothes, books, movies and other items. Separate
your belongings into two piles - keep and give away - in order
to cut back on back-stiffening pounds you will later have to
carry.
2.
Don’t Procrastinate
Call around to get the best prices on moving trucks or
trailers and arrange to rent one before moving day. If using
a personal, friend’s or family member’s vehicle okay it with
them before the early morning on the last day of your lease.
Leave your procrastination in the classroom because when it
comes to moving the dead is already bad enough.

HOUSING

3.
Compare and Contrast
Communication is key in any relationship and especially
with roommates. Prior to moving you and your roommates
should chat about who is bringing what to the new home and
what is still needed. This will simplify the moving process
even more.
4.
Fold, Tape, Label
Begin the packing process before heading into that
sleepless week of exams. Pack up items you don’t use daily.
Buy plastic bins, and just enough to pack all your stuff. These
stackable, reusable containers can help ease the stress of
moving throughout your entire college career and beyond.
Also this is an easy way to contribute to the sustainability
of the environment by not buying new boxes every moving
season.
5.
You scratch their back, they’ll scratch yours
Recruit friends to help the moving processes along, but
remember to pay it forward and help them move, as well. All
the extra hands will make the relocation faster and easier.
The end of the semester already comes with enough tears,
stress and all nighters without the adding moving into the
equation. This checklist will allow students to concentrate
their stress primarily on exams instead of anything else.

Uantfjorn

^
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PROPERTY INSPECTION
CHECKLIST

What to check before signing a lease

The search for a rental property is one to be slept
on, not to be decided on a whim. To pick the right
place it is best to shop around. Before you even
start looking decide your maximum budget. Once
your budget is decided, narrow down your list to a
handful of properties and make an appointment to
go to tour the property. The following tips can help
the seasoned renters or those new to the playing
field of renting.

the most important rooms in a home. In this room
check the water pressure again not only in the sink
but the shower as well. When touring the thrown
room flip on every light switch and the fan switch to
make sure it all works.
8. Before exiting the property take it all in. This
place may be your home for the school year, if it feels
like a hotel room rather than a place of comfort it
may not be the place for you.

1.
Before looking at an apartment, dorm,
townhouse or house do your research. Read about
the housing your interested in so you can arrive to
the showing with questions for the landlord. Is the
lease individual or a group lease? What utilities are
included? What are the lease options? The research
and list of questions can help avoid any future
conflicts or can keep you from being bound to a
property that doesn't suit your expectations.
2.
Upon entering the rental property take a
moment to look at the maintenance of the lawn,
hallways and public areas. The appearance of these
areas can reveal many things such as the reliability of
the landlord and the atmosphere of the complex.
3.
Once inside the rental, bring a notepad to
make a pros and cons list about the property. Do this
for each of the properties so that you can choose the
best for you and your roommates.
4.
In the kitchen there is a series of tasks
to check. Turn on the faucet to check the water
pressure, note whether the stove is a gas burning or
electric because this can affect your later utility bills
and check the pipes under the sink to avoid a later
leaking problem.
5.
Bring a tape measure with you. When in the
living room measure the room to assure that your
furniture in the space.
6.
Repeat this measuring process in the
bedrooms to make sure that even with all of your
furniture in the room, you will still have room for
activities.
7. The bathroom, the Lou, the commode; one of

These tips are a shield against signing a lease and
paying a large deposit at a place that you may later
despise. Happy searching,, Lakers.
4

4
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Repair & Replace list:
1.
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ALLENDALE

Lake Michigan Dr.

Pierce St

A. 48west
B. Meadows Crossing
C. Campus West Apartments
D. Full Circle Townhomes
E. Campus View Apartments

F. Mystic Woods
G. Copper Beech Townhomes
H. University Townhouses
I. University Apartments
J. Allendale Meadows
K. Boltwood

L. Loft 45
M. GVSU Housing
N. Sailor's Cove Townhomes
O. Sutter's Mill Townhomes
P. Hightree Townhomes
Q. Northridge Townhomes

HOUSING q
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DOWNTOWN
Douglas

Fulton

A. American Realty
B. Cambridge Partners
^Multiple locations for both properties

Fulton

C. Hopson Flats
D. 600 Douglas
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Meadows Crossing Apartments.... the place to be.
BY SARAH GRAY
Savings,location,
convenience, and privacy!
This is Meadows Crossing.
Meadows
Crossing
provides all of these amazing
things all in one place. With
all that Meadows Crossing has
to offer, why would you want
to live anywnere else?
Savings. When you live
at Meadows Crossing your
rent includes: a Premium
Cable TV package, with up
to 23 movie channels, High
Speed Internet, and parking.
Meadows Crossing provides
one of the fastest Internet and
cable packages, all free of cost
to tenants. By signing a lease
at Meadows Crossing, you
will get all this for free for the
whole year!
Location. The Meadows
Crossing Retail Shoppes allow
for a place for students to get
away without really having
to go anywhere. Mully’s Bar
& Grill, one of Meadows
Crossings newest attractions,

allows for students to get
away for a while to grab a beer
(or blue drink) with friends
and watch the game. Not to
mention, they nave delicious
appetizers and dinner entrees!
There’s also no need to
drive anywhere for snacks and
other living needs when you’re
within walking distance of the
Hip Party Store.
The Grand Valley Hookah
Lounge is also a part of
Meadows Crossing Retail
Shoppes.
Meadows Crossing tenants
can still stay in snape by
working out at the Meadows
Crossing
Fitness
Center,
which is open 24/7, and after a
strenuous work-out, Meadows
Crossing tenants can jump
into a resort-style pool and spa
to relax and unwind. If you’re
not a fan of the gym, but love
sports, Meadows Crossing
is home to a basketball and
volleyball court.
If you’re
looking for something to do
in the winter months, but don’t
want to travel far, we have ping-

pong, foosball, and pool tables
located in the 24/7 Meadows
Crossing Clubhouse. Think it
ends there? Nope. Meadows
Crossing is also home to free
tanning and a quiet study
room with free printing!
Convenience.
Meadows
Crossing is also conveniently
located at the 48th Avenue
entrance to Grand Valley
State University’s Allendale
Campus. Meadows Crossing
is located directly across the
street from two convenient bus
stops and is a part of both the
37 and 48 bus routes.
Bike racks are placed at
almost every unit for those
who enjoy the simplicity of
biking to and from campus,
and covered and non-covered
parking is also available.
Meadows
Crossing
also
provides
premium
convenience inside the units.
Each unit is fully furnished
with bedroom furniture as
well as sofa, coffee table,
side chair, couch, end table
and entertainment center.

Appliances include dishwasher,
microwave, refrigerator, and
garbage disposal
It also
includes a full size washer and
dryer, 90% efficient furnaces
and fast recovery water heaters
in every unit!
Privacy. Meadows Crossing
has created an amazing private
environment, where students
can get away for a while to
study and relax without any
interruptions. Each bedroom
has a full-size bed with
headboard, nightstand, dresser,
personal desk and chair. Not
only does each tenant have
their own bedroom, but they
also have their own bathroom.
Meadows Crossing offers
individual leases, which means
you are not responsible if
roommate forgets to pay rent.
Meadows Crossing is an
upscale apartment community
that takes everything that a
college student could ever
need and puts it all into
one convenient place at the
corner of 48th Avenue and W.
Campus Drive.
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FULL [IHCLE TDWNHUMES THINKS GHEEN
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN

Full Circle Town homes doesn't just
think green when it comes to saving on
rent money, they're also LEED certified
and Energy Star efficient
Along with competitively priced rent
per bedroom - $565 for two-bedroom,
$495 for three-bedroom and $465 for
four-bedroom - Full Circle Townhomes
is running a special one month free deal
until Nov. 30 But owner-manager Darcie Whiddon said they don’t have many
units left, and suggests that interested
students sign a lease soon.
"By leasing now, each student will get
one month's rent for free," Whiddon said.
"That's a savings of up to $1,860."
But the energy efficient status can
also save tenants hundreds of dollars on
utility costs, too.
Full Circle Townhomes estimates sav
ings of more than $800 annually for each
tenant, which is almost half off of what oth
er complexes around Grand Valley State
University's Allendale Campus pay.
"It's a great place for students to live
because it gives students the opportunity
to make a positive impact on the environ
ment" Whiddon said "By living at Full Cir

cle, the tenants will breathe healthier air;
they'll save thousands of gallons of fresh
water; and they save hundreds of dollars
on utilities."
The eight available units come in two,
three, or four-bedroom options and each
unit is built with green-focused materials
including "Green Wood” floors, "Green La
bel Plus” carpet made from recycled mate
rials and dual flushing toilets.
The "green philosophy" is just one
aspect that drew GVSU student and
resident Chelsie Hernandez to Full
Circle Townhomes.
"Everything you would expect to have
in a home is included in Full Circle Townhomes,” Hernandez said. "For example
there is a washer, dryer, and dishwasher in
each unit, plus each bedroom has its own
personal bathroom.”
"Student's should consider living at Full
Circle Townhomes because the bedrooms
are spacious enough to not only just fit a
bed, TV, etc, but also everything else a suc
cessful college student would need, like a
desk, and still live comfortably" she said.
With a location right on Lake Michigan
Dr, Full Circle Townhomes is within walk
ing distance of campus. And during the
winter, the Rapid Route 37 bus stop is only

11

about 100 feet from the units.
“The location is perfect, it's close
to campus so it's convenient, but it’s
secluded enough to where you are
able to get a homey and relaxed atmo
sphere," Hernandez said.
The location isn't the only thing
that helps with a quieter atmosphere,
though. The walls were built with
sound barriers so neighbor noises
will never be a problem.
Included in the monthly rent is high
speed internet, cable, parking water, snow
removal, recycling and trash - just another
way Full Circle Townhomes is trying to
save tenants money. And the free, assigned
parking spaces insure tenants always have
somewhere to park by their unit
With a think-green focus and a
great location, Hernandez said it was
an easy choice to make, and it only
helped that the staff is understanding
and willing to help students, unlike
some larger complexes, she said.
"I've heard horror stories from other
students on campus about awful land
lord's and staff that they have had to deal
with in situations where they live, Full
Circle is not like that at all," Hernandez
said. "Full Circle Townhome's staff are all
people whom are super friendly, easy to
get along with and truly care about you."

ONE MONTH'S FREE RENT!

Full Circle Townhomes is
Allendale's only eco-friendly,
LEED Silver certified rental
community!

II

n

C□

2,3, & 4 Bedroom / Bathroom Units

NOW LEASING

■t I
www.fullcircleqvsu.com

contact@fullcirclegvsu.com

616.558.8853
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♦ ♦

WELCOME HOME

FULL SIZEOFITNESS
CENTER AND
BASKETBALLCOURT

RESORT-STYLE POOL
ANDHOTTUB

GAME ROOM,MOVIE
THEATER. AND LOUNGE
AREA

There's a reason why we're the biggest
and have been here the longest.
Ask our current residents

IT JUSTMAKES SENSE
Call or visit our website at
616-895-6678 or www.campusviewhousing.com

CAMPUS

View
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Campus View
Apartments and Townhomes offers upgraded living style
Campus View is introducing a
number of upgrades to ensure the
best living space for Grand Valley
State University students.
"We are the only apartment
complex with a full court," said
Brian Gardner, the current owner
of Campus View. "We also offer a
swimming pool, hot tub, an 18hole Frisbee golf course and a
workout room for residents to
use"
Located at the intersection of
Pierce Street and 42nd Avenue,
Campus View has been serving
students since 1967 when original
owner Brian Gardner's father
opened it. Campus View is truly
a family-owned business, run

today by Gardner, his wife Lynn
and their children. Aside from
being a convenient place to live
for GVSU students, the complex
also features many activities for
residents to participate in.
In addition to Campus View’s
amenities, it built a new outdoor
volleyball court and is offering
free Insanity and Turbo-kick
Fitness classes. It is also currently
completing a $50,000 renovation
to the community center, which
includes better lighting, new
seating and better high-speed
Internet.
For students who prefer indoor
activities, Campus View offers a
movie room that features a 128"

high-definition projection screen,
a video game loft with a 55" plasma
screen, and a game room with
Ping-Pong, foosball, air hockey
and pool tables. All residents have
access to the activities and must
pay a one-time activity fee that
can be paid at the same time as the
first rent payment, with the perk
of being able to bring friends over
to use group study rooms.
Campus View strives to help
ease the transition from oncampus living to off-campus living.
Gardner said it accomplishes that
by offering more amenities than
other apartments, by being closer
to campus than other apartment
complexes and even some on-
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campus housing and by caring for each resident.
Former GVSU resident Morgan Yingst has lived at
Campus View for three years.
"I've decided to reside (here) due to the comfort
and space available in the townhomes and the
location of Campus View in relation to campus"
Yingst said.
Campus View offers apartments that are fully
furnished that start at $285 a month per person. The
townhouses offer private bedrooms and bathrooms
and start at $335 a month per person with residents
having the option to self-furnish the unit.
To further convenience students, Campus View
offers its own shuttle, which runs from 7:45 a.m. to
noon and drops students off in front of the Kirkhof
Center. The complex is also looking to expand these
hours for next semester.

HOUSINGic

"One benefit that Campus View has that other
complexes don't is being able to walk to campus,"
Yingst said. "In the fall and summer, I'm close enough
to campus to walk to class and take advantage of
the warm weather. In the winter, I take the Campus
View CV2GV shuttle, which picks me up right by my
townhouse."
As Campus View continues to strive to offer the
best in off-campus housing, it will be doing so while
continuing to update apartments to ensure each unit
has state-of-the-art facilities for each resident.
"Campus View is the best option for off-campus
housing due to countless amenities they offer, the
prime location, and the sense of community with
all of the events Campus View provides for all of the
residents," Yingst said.

VISIT US ON-LINE AND SET UP A SHOWING TODAY!

American Realty

/i*

Property Management J

WWW.AMERICAN-REALTY.COM

616.913.9004
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American Realty offers Independence
Are you looking for
cheaper rent and greater in
dependence? How does the
thought of living downtown
rather than Allendale sound?
For many students em
barking on their junior or senior
year at Grand Valley State Uni
versity, moving downtown feels
like a step toward freedom and
adulthood. Figuring out the best
location and price offers can be
scary for some though.
American Realty of West
Michigan—with their superb
attention to detail, professional
ism and superior expertise—will
be sure to help find housing that
suits every student’s needs.
With properties in vari

ous parts of the Greater Grand
Rapids area, American Realty
offers a variety of options when
it comes to choosing the perfect
home.
Houses vary between
three to eight bedroom prop
erties, with rent ranging from
$300 to $500 per room. Ameni
ties also vary from property to
property.
Worried about location
and transportation? Many loca
tions are conveniently in close
proximity to bus stops for those
in need of public transportation
and parking is also available.
Have a furry friend that
you can’t live without? No wor
ries, pets are allowed, just make
sure to check out the rules first.

Hightree Townhomes
- Rapid bus stop on location
- Laundry in each unit
- Spacious Living rooms
- 3 & 4 bedroom townhouses
- Tri-Level layout
- Located 1/4 mile from GVSU entrance

S&M Communities
NOW LEASING FOR 2014-2015!
iM Communities owns and manages Sutter’s Mill/
Hightree, Northridge and Sailor’s Cove Townhomes.
All of our townhomes are off of GVSU’s campus
and offer a more private way of living while still
being close to GVSU

Northridge
- Prime location right
off of 48th Ave
- 4 Bedrooms
- Spacious living/dining area
- Carports

616.719.0170
smnrproperties.com

Sailor’s Cove
- 3 or 4 bedrooms
- Laundry in each townhome
- Multiple floor plan options
- Pet friendly
- 3 bedroom townhome
has a bonus study/office!
- Right off of 64th Ave

Call today to set up a tour

616.719.0170

Sutter’s Mill
- Full for the 2014 - 2015 school year
- Walk in closet
- Spacious kitchen and dining
- Two stall garages available
- Decks available

HOUSING
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5 5 H CDHHDNITIES
offer four unique locations
By Erika Collin and Mary Mattingly
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S & M Communities is comprised of 4 dif
ferent community locations: HightreeTownhomes,
North Ridge Townhomes, Sailor’s Cove Townhomes and Sutter’s Mill Townhomes.
“We like to have an inviting and orderly
environment so as to provide a wonderful place
to live,” said Andrew Studebaker, the executive
director of S & M Communities.
Each townhome in all four communi
ties comes equipped with a washer and dryer.
Other amenities include free parking for tenants
and guests, water, refuse disposal and high speed
internet/cable. S & M Communities offers a pet
friendly option at Sailor’s Cove.
Each community offers 9, 10, and 12 month
lease options. Rent at Sailor’s Cove Townhomes is
$340 per month per tenant for a 12 month lease.
Rent at Sutter’s Mill and HightreeTownhomes is
$395 per month per tenant for a 12 month lease.
Included in rent are all the amenities listed in
the above paragraph. The only monthly costs for
residents which are in addition to rent are gas and
electric. Sailor’s Cove and HightreeTownhomes
offer 3 and 4 bedroom layouts. Sutter’s Mill and
North Ridge Townhomes offer 4 bedroom layouts.
HightreeTownhomes is located at 4477
Lake Michigan Drive. “HightreeTownhomes are
a very convenient and peaceful place to live,” said
Studebaker.“We try to make all of our communi
ties as well as our office an inviting, friendly, and
relaxing place to be.”
Residents have the convenience of being
able to park immediately outside of their townhome. They also have the convenience and cost
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savings of being able to catch the Rapid bus. The
first stop of the 37 bus route is located on Lake
Michigan Drive right next to the Hightree en
trance.
Currently, the complex is offering a deal to
current and future residents. “Right now, we are
offering discounts if someone renews or signs up
for their lease by Dec. 31 of this year,” said Studebaker.“They will get a one time discount of $ 150
per person.44
North Ridge Townhomes is a six townhome community located at 11334 48th Avenue in
Allendale, Michigan. Parking is available to tenants
in the parking lot with limited covered parking in
the carport. This community is currently full for
the 2014-2015 year.
Sutter’s Mill provides GVSU students with
something that not many living spaces do. Every
single townhome in Sutter’s Mill gives residents
their own bedroom with an attached full bath
room and walk-in closet. Some units even have
garages.
Sutter’s Mill is the ideal home for people
who love the idea of quiet, off-campus living but
still want to be close to campus.
“Sutter’s Mill has some of the nicest townhomes in Allendale,” said Studebaker.“They’re built
with quality so it keeps your utility bills down.”
These townhomes also boast spaciousness with
some bedrooms built to be 18 feet long.
Sutter’s Mill is also offering a $ 150 dis
count to all tenants who renew their lease or sign
a new lease by December 31 of this year.
“I like living at Sutter’s Mill because it’s a
really great deal compared to a lot of the other
places,” said current tenant Craig Flora.“It’s a nice
location. It’s still close to campus but not crowded
like some other complexes.TheTim Horton’s and
(the Cold Stone Creamery) just opened (next to
the complex) so I’ve been hitting that a lot.”
Sailor’s Cove Townhomes offers prospec
tive residents a quiet, off-campus, family friendly,
and pet friendly environment. The north townhomes just had all of their interiors renovated
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two years ago.These renovations include a new
and open concept on the main floor with a gal
ley kitchen design that is great for entertaining.
There are also newer hardwood-laminate floors
throughout all the north townhomes along with
new cabinets and countertops. A big draw to
these townhomes is that they are pet friendly.
These units are ideal for students who enjoy a
relaxed environment.
“(Sailor’s Cove) has that quiet, off-campus
living that some people look for,” said Studebaker.
GVSU senior Erik Perkins has been living there
for about a year and a half.
“We like it because it’s not just like an apartment.
It’s more like a home,” said Perkins.“It’s not so
small and contained, and it’s got a lot of room to
move around.” Perkins also finds the atmosphere
very peaceful. “I’d say it’s a good choice if you
want to get away from campus and want to buckle
down and get some studying done,” Perkins said.
“If you’re looking for a place that’s just a nice
quiet place to live, this would be it.”
Sailor’s Cove is also offering a $ 150 dis
count to all tenants who renew their lease or sign
a new lease by December 31 of this year.
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IVING

@600

DOUGLAS
www.

60 0 DOUG

LAS.com

FIND US ON Q FACEBOOK

LIVE.
LEARN.
WORK.
DOWNTOWN.
Living @ 600 Douglas Is big urban living with
a small neighborhood feel. The brand new
eighteen modern townhomes and flats are
surrounded by patios and decks with a
centralized

communal

green

space.

There's even a public park across the
street. City life with the peace and
tranquility of the outdoors - all within
walking distance to GVSU

Downtown

Campus, the Medical Mile, and all the fun
and excitement Grand Rapids has to offer.

EXPERIENCE THE WALKABLE, VIBRANT,
& GROWING WEST SIDE COMMUNITY.
EXPERIENCE LIVING @ 600 DOUGLAS.

FLIP FOR
AMENITIES,
FLOORPLANS,
& PRICING.

STUDIO

AVAILABLE
APARTMENT
FLOORPLANS

507 SQ.FT.
$ I .OOO/MO.
2 UNITS AVAILABLE

1 BED/1 BATH
592-600 SQ.FT.
$975-$995/MO.
8 UNITS AVAILABLE

INCLUDED AMENITIES:

1 BED/1 BATH
780 SQ.FT.
$1,250/MO.
2 UNITS AVAILABLE

2BED/2BATH
965-986 SQ.FT.
$ 1.595-$ 1,650/MO.
4 UNITS AVAILABLE

FREE
TRASH
& SEWER

WANT
MORE
INFO?
CALL:
616.285.7563
OR VISIT:
600DOUGLAS.COM

2BED/2BATH
1.261 SQ.FT.
LOFT STYLE LIVING
$2,100/M0.
2 UNITS AVAILABLE

OPEN TO
BELOW
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Hopson Flats residents live the city life
The city of Grand Rapids was voted the top destination to
check out in 2014. Residents at Hopson Flats aren’t just checking
out the city though — they’re living in the thick of it. Located
downtown, the apartment complex has something for everybody.
Walk out the front door and take a right you’re at The
Intersection listening to We The Kings or All Time Low. Need
a drink? Cross the street and you’re at the Founders Brewing
Company.
You can meet Griff and Finn, the Griffins’ mascots, at a hockey
game at the Van Andel Arena or go swing dance in the summer
or skate on the ice rink at Rosa Parks Circle.
Residents looking to venture a little further into the city need
only walk next door to The Rapid Central Station, hop the next
bus and you’re off.
Hopson Flats offers 2, 3 and 4-person units. Each apartment
has wood floors, high ceilings and interior brick walls. The
historic building offers the best of both worlds with its urban,
modern feel.
If you’re just moving to the area, and still looking for flatmates,
Hopson Flats offers roommate placement services.
“If you don’t know anyone in the city, its an easy way to meet
new people and make those first connections,” said Lindsay
Jensen, the property manager.
Individual lease rates range from $550 to $690 a person. Flat
rates start at $1,380 a month for a 2-bedroom apartment. A
4-bedroom costs $2,200 a month.

Leases run for 12 months. A 10 month lease is also available
for an additional $50 per month for individual leases or $100 per
month for entire flat leases.
Pets are welcome with full unit leases and residents are allowed
two small animals. Go ahead and bring Buddy and Mittens.
With your fast paced life, monthly bills are a hassle. At Hopson
Flats, utilities are included in the rent so residents don’t have to
worry about forgetting to make payments for electric, heating, air
condition or water and sewer. Cable/Internet is $20 a month per
person.
If you’re not up for a night out on the town, Hopson Flats has
a Fitness Center, a quiet reading lounge and and entertainment
and game room. You can play ping-pong, shuffleboard, or watch
a movie with friends.
If you’re one of those people who clean for fun, there are on
site laundry facilities. With card access laundry machines you
won’t have to worry about digging up extra coins from your
couch before washing your clothes.
There is parking available in the city lot located behind the
building and access is allocated on a monthly basis and is one of
those most affordable lots downtown. There is also street parking
available in the area.
Grand Rapids is the place to be and Hopson Flats is the place
to live. Schedule a tour and come visit. Office hours are Monday
through Friday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. or by private appointment.
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Allendale Meadows offers
residents independence
By Mary Mattingly
While living in the dorms,
students can become sick of
living on campus and begin
to long for the comforts of
home. Allendale Meadows
offers students the tranquility
of their own space and more.
A community that stresses
independent living, the peaceful
neighborhood is located off
Lake Michigan Drive just west
of campus, by the Dairy Queen.
“Its your own individual
space. There are no shared
walls (with another unit) and
you have your own yard and
driveway’ said Susan Bartoletti,
the community manager of Sun
Communities, Inc. “Homes are
set independently as opposed to
having someone living above or
below you, as you would living
in an apartment.”
The community offers free
standing manufactured homes.
These offer two, three and four
bedroom options. Residents
pay for the whole house, not
for the room they rent, which
ranges from $599 to $1099.
Jamie Hawkins, a student at
Grand Valley State University,
has been living in Allendale
Meadows since the beginning
of July.
“My boyfriend lives there, he
lived there a year prior (to me
living there),” said Hawkins. “It
was relatively cheap for a new
trailer and it was a good price
compared to other trailers (my
boyfriend) had looked at.”
Each home has its own
driveway for parking, as well
as a yard. Overflow parking is
available by the office, the mail
stations and office. For students
who take the bus to campus, the
nearest bus stop is the stop on
the 37 route nearest the Burger
King. Amenities include a

washer and dryer in each unit,
central AC with a full appliance
package, a storage shed and free
trash pick-up at the home site,
as well as on-site maintenance
and management.
The property also includes
a basketball court, swimming
pool, and clubhouse for
residents to enjoy.
“We are not just student
housing,” said Bartoletti. “We
are also a neighborhood for
families, retirees, and other
young professionals.”
“We have nice neighbors,”
added
Hawkins.
“Our
neighbors daughter mows our
lawn for ten bucks.”
Allendale Meadows is also
one of the few pet friendly
communities in the area.
The community allows one
pet per household, although
no aggressive dog breeds are
allowed. For those who choose
to have a pet, a full security
deposit is required. Residents
who do not have a pet pay a
reduced security deposit.
Hawkins is happy with the
decision she made to move to
Allendale Meadows.
“It’s cheap if you’re able to
find roommates, they’re pretty
nice trailers,” she said. “It’s right
off campus. It takes five or ten
minutes to walk to the bus stop.
There are a bunch of fast food
and pizza places near it too.”
Allendale Meadows is a
positive environment and
enriches college
students’
experiences by giving them a
comfortable home away from
home.
“I think that due to the
independence, that is why
when we get somebody who
signs here, they stay;’ added
Bartoletti.

Homes for Rent
At Allendale Meadows
& Knollwood Estates
Manufactured I Ionics
Starting at '599 per month
No Application Fee!
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Knollwood Estates
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Allendale Meadows
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www.suncommunities.com

College the way
you want it.
Chill out or crank up the fun.

Copper Beech

10295 48th Avenue
Allendale, Ml 49401

(616)

895-2900

copperbeechgvsu.com

* : fecebook.com/copperbeechgvsu
If ©cbeech.GVSU
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EH BEECH
By Briana Doolan

Copper Beech is located minutes away from Grand
Valley State University's campus and offers all of your
housing needs, with providing more square footage than
any other university apartments and a brand new gym
facility. The leasing office encourages you to sign quickly
because apartments are already going quickly for next
year!
Junior Weston Conrado is a junior at GVSU and has
lived at Copper Beech for two years now.
"I decided to resign because I really love copper
beech," Conrado said. "Copper is an easy choice when it
comes to off campus living. The size of the townhomes,
location on the bus route, and overall lower rent
compared to other complexes is unbeatable. Signing a
new lease with many other complexes will often run you
about $50 to $100 more in monthly rent payments. The
landlords and staff are very reasonable when it comes to
rent payment arrangements and can often work with you
if you cannot pay rent on the immediate deadline if you
speak to them and inform them of your situation."
The Copper Beech complex offers townhome style
properties and has a number of room options for its
residents.
"The bedroom sizes, personal bathrooms and the
additional bathroom on the main level make for excellent
privacy and also prevents other people from invading my
personal bathroom,” Conrado said. "I also really like the
townhouse style apartments that have the three floors
rather than just two or one."
The townhome room options include: 1 bedroom
with 1 bath, 2 bedrooms with 2.5 baths, 3 bedrooms and
3.5 baths with an attached garage, 3 bedrooms and 3.5
baths with a bonus room, and 4 bedrooms with 4.5 baths.

Prices vary with the different styles and prices for next
year will be announced soon.
"The best thing about living in copper is the size of the
apartment," Conrado said. "I like my space and privacy.
I grew up in larger homes, so it was nice moving into
something reasonably sizeable compared to most college
apartments."
Parking is available to residents as well as upgrades to
garages and carports which are helpful during the winter
months. Additionally, transportation is available on bus
route 48 with two different bus stops located within the
complex for student use.
Copper Beech has a number of amenities for its
residents including the brand new gym facility, complete
with an indoor sports court and new workout equipment.
Other amenities include a comfortable lounge area with
flat screen plasma TVs and a game room with free pool
table for when you just need to relax.
"Copper offers multiple gyms, indoor and outdoor
basketball courts, indoor and outdoor volleyball courts,
and offers 2 convenient bus stops that bring you right to
campus,” Conrado said.
Also available is high speed internet, free cable,
garbage pick up, and in home washer and dryers.
Conrado also believes Copper Beech to be a friendly
place to live, which is why he said he spent a lot of time
with residents at the complex before he lived there and
why he spends time with neighbors now that he does.
"My block is very close and friendly, and we all for the
most part get along really well," Conrado said. "We host
a dinner that our entire block attends every Sunday and
everyone brings a dish."
For more information about Copper Beech
townhomes, visit http://www.copperbeechgvsu.com/
allendale-properties/Index.aspx
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Why go broke trying to live off
campus when you can get the best
economical choice at Boltwood
Apartments?
Located on Lake Michigan Dr. less
than five minutes from campus, Boltwood Apartments offers one- and
two-bedroom apartments starting
at $725 for single-bed units a $399
per bedroom in two-bedroom units.
Single-bedroom units can house up
to two people, and two-bedroom
units can house four.
The Boltwood Apartments also
offer a range of activities for its
residents, which include access to
basketball and volleyball courts, and
barbecue areas all on premise.
The apartments are also one of
the only apartments in Allendale that
are pet-friendly, and includes a small
additional fee of $15 per pet.
"We just want students to know
that we're not only the best deal in

Allendale, but also offer an environ
ment that is close-knit and friendly."
said assistant property manager
Samantha Emelander.
Boltwood also offers residents
on-site management, 24-hour emer
gency maintenance, exterior lighting,
laundry facilities on site, and access
to a shuttle bus stop located in front
of the complex.
Parking at Boltwood is on-site and
is only $30 for the entire year, an in
expensive way to house your vehicle.
Also available to residents are full
kitchen facilities, private balconies,
large flat screen TVs in select units,
private and shared accommodations,
and now free high-speed internet and
cable.
Boltwood Apartments is not only
cheap, but also offers a range of
leases for prospective residents.
While the standard lease is a
12-month lease, Boltwood also offers

10-month and even a shorter-term
leases based on unit availability for a
monthly fee.
Necessary at the time of signing
your lease is a $300 security deposit
which will be reimbursed following a
satisfactory move-out inspection.
An advantage that Boltwood has
over other apartment complexes is
that it offers residents several dif
ferent payment options. Rent is due
on the first day of every month and
Boltwood Apartments accepts check,
money order, cashier’s checks, and
residents can even make payments
online by credit card. Students who
receive financial aid can also use
their cash benefits to pay for rent.
If you are interested in renting
from Boltwood Apartments, you
find additional information online at
www.boltwoodgvsu.com or by phone
at (616) 895-5875.
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EVERYTHING YOU LOVE,
WITHOUT THE HASSLE

Mennas Joint

Fitness Club

The Commons
Hot Tub *

Tanning

Zone Game Room

Scoops Ice Cream

&more!

the village at 48west offers unique housing, just like you!

We offer 6 unique floor plans of 1,2 and
4 bedroom apartments and town homes.

APPLY ONLINE TODAY
Located Across 48th Ave
from the Meadows Golf Course

616.895.2400 • www.48west.com
M-F: 10am-7pm • Sat&Sun: 12pm-4pm

live this way

west

STOP IN TODAY FOR A TOUR
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By: Allison Ott
So, here you are reading the Lan
thorn trying to decide what to do
next. This is the whole reason you
went away for college to gain free
dom and have options. Maybe you
are thinking of putting down the
paper right now to head to the mall
and get a new shirt. Maybe you
are thinking about getting some
food... or just maybe you are think
ing about housing for next year and
should be on your way to 48west to
take a tour.
Why should you be looking into
48west? Because it offers exactly
what you are looking for, freedom
and options. At 48west you have
the ability to study in the commons
in a private study lounge or relax at
the hot tub and social lounge. You
can work out in the fitness center to
the point of passing out or you can
recover in the theater while watch
ing the next episode of Dexter. You
can hang out in your apartment
where you have your own room and
bathroom or you can shoot pool
with all your friends in the game
room. We offer you all the options
you should need and the freedom to
do it all 24/7.
What else can 48west offer you?
How about community events and a
green environment? At 48west they
offer events to get you out into the
community, to meet your neighbors,
and help you make lasting friend
ships. They are also able to do this
all while maintaining a green envi
ronment. Recycle bins are on prop
erty to help cut down paper waste,
environmental light bulbs are in all
apartments, and most things can be

done on line to prevent waste right
down to applying.
Current resident Andrea Tarrant
had this to say: "Choosing to live at
48west was an easy pick. The apart
ments are awesome, having your
own bedroom and bathroom is al
ways a plus, and there are a bunch
of different styles to pick from so
you have a lot of options!
One of my favorite things about
48west is the commons area. It's
the perfect cozy, quiet place to
study when you have a big test com
ing up. They also have a free tan
ning deal with Forever Sun which is
really cool, and I always take advan
tage of the fitness center because
they have everything I need there
and it’s open all day and all night.
But, the best part about 48west
is all the events they put on! They
really try to make it a community
and a home away from home. The
events are a great way to get to
know your neighbors and other
residents."
Events range from
resident dinners, girls night out,
Griffins games, block parties, Pinterest nights, March Madness com
petitions, cooking classes, bonfires,
super bowl parties, zumba & yoga
classes, self-defense classes, pan
cakes at midnight, philanthropic
events and so many more!
Now is the time to find your
housing for next year, it’s not too
early to tour and apply right now! I
know you'll love it once you see it!
Take the advice of one of your
peers . Hop on the 37 and take a
short ride over to the leasing office
today! The office is open Monday
- Friday from 10 to 7 and Saturday
- Sunday from 12 - 4.

Don’t just sign

any lease.
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Seclbdeb Beauty at Bnivebsity Tbunhddseb and Apadthents
For Grand Valley State University
students looking to get away from the
constant hustle and bustle of campus
life, University Townhouses and Apart
ments is a quiet alternative.
Located within two miles of cam
pus, UTA is a small community that is
student-friendly. 'The students that are
there, are there because they want to
get away from the whole busyness of
GV” owner Dan Jansen said "(It's) far
enough away to get away from the busi
ness of campus but close enough that
makes for an easy commute. It's just
nice to be able to come home and not
have to worry about all the anxiety and
the noise and the traffic"
There are two separate locations to
choose from at UTA. The first location,
on Fillmore Street, has 18 units. The sec
ond location, on Lake Michigan Drive,
has five units. The Fillmore location is
secluded and surrounded by trees. The
Lake Michigan Drive complex is within

walking distance of a variety of stores,
including a shopping center, food, and
video stores.
Depending on length of lease and
number of occupants, two-bedroom,
two-bathroom Fillmore townhouse
with 1,110 square-feet could run any
where from $225 to $390 per person.
Meanwhile, a four-bedroom, two-bath
room townhouse with 1,400 squarefeeet could run anywhere from $200 to
$280 per person. Two to four tenants
can fit comfortable in a two-bedroom
townhouse, while the four-bedroom
townhouse can accommodate four to
six people. Both options are dual-level.
The Fillmore location has eight twobedroom, one-bathroom units priced at
$370 to $390 per person, depending on
the lease.
At the Lake Michigan Drive location,
there are two-bedroom, one-bathroom
apartments that are 900 square-feet,
priced at $325 to $350.

FREE PARKING
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According to Jansen, the UTA housing
options have large bedrooms, particu
larly when compared to other off-cam
pus options. Each unit at UTA includes a
washer, dryer and dishwasher.
There is free parking for residents, as
well as DSL, phone and cable hookups in
each room.
Utilities for all living style units in
clude water, trash removal and sewer.
Heating is included in all apartments. In
addition to rent, each unit has a cleaning
fee of $200."It's small, so we're more per
sonal than a lot of the other complexes
are," Jansen said. "We are family-owned
and operated and have been for more
than 20 years."
UTA requires a $10-per-person appli
cation fee and still has rooms available
for the upcoming school year.
For more information about Uni
versity Townhouses and Apartments,
call 616-477-5511 or visit the website
at www.gvtownhouses.com
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LIVING CAMBRIDGE STYLE
By: Sarah Hillenbrand

The Cambridge Apartments have
a unique feeling and overall lifestyle
that draws in students and satisfies
its residents.
Cambridge Apartments offers stu
dio, one bed and two bed apartments
starting at $465 a month. Residents
have no problem with transportation,
as parking is free at all locations and
there is a bus stop available to resi
dents as well.
The apartments offer amenities
that no others in the area do, which
draws in residents. They provide a
free gym membership to a local gym,
resident happy hour, pool access, resi
dent events and much more.
"If you are into staying in shape,
then you need more than the small
basement gym that most places have
on site. We provide a free member
ship to a nearby fitness center," said
Andrew Merkle, director of Marketing
for Cambridge Partners.
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In addition to these amenities, the
apartments also have free Dish Net
work, free gas/heat, free water/sew
er/trash and even a free continental
breakfast. Not all amenities are avail
able at each location, so interested
students should inquire for details.
"We provide a great lifestyle,"
Merkle said. "Residents love our free
happy hours - it's a great time to en
joy free food, drinks, and get to know
your neighbors. The free breakfast is
unheard of - no one else in GR is do
ing it.”
Cambridge Apartments is also
having a deal for students - bring in
this article and a valid student ID and
save an additional $200 off the first
month's rent.
Residents are choosing these
apartments because they stand out
from others in the area and provide
residents with many amenities and
well-kept living spaces to provide a
unique lifestyle and a feeling of home.

855.392.2340
www.cambridgevalue.com

Student/faculty can recieve $200 in free rent by
bringing in their current student ID and this article!

Studio, 1 bed, and 2 bed starting at $465 and up!

FREE
Direct TV, Gas/Heat, Gym Memberships
Water/Sewer/Trash, Resident Parties, and More!
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MYSTIC DODDS
DIVES 10MEY FEEL
By Briana Doolan
Mystic Woods living spaces give
students more than just somewhere
to sleep. It provides Grand Valley
State University students with a home
away from home.
Mystic Woods has a unique
community environment, as well.
"I think we’re unique because
of the type of housing we are," said
Jodi Dekkenga, owner and property
manager. "It really does feel like a
home. Students will get more of a
'homey' feel. It’s a close community
feel and unique experience."
This year there is also a
management office on site.
Mystic only offers 12-month leases,
which management said is because of

such a high demand, and all options
are four-bedroom units, which means
students must find a group of four to
sign a lease along with a guarantor
form. Most units come unfurnished,
but there are three or four furnished
options.
Two additional things residents
receive is free, covered parking and
the ability to keep pets, although
havinga pet does require management
approval.
The complex plans to have a
recreational and community center
available for residents next spring.
Mystic Woods also offers a few
new amenities, including a beach
volleyball court and basketball court.
Each duplex has bedrooms with
attached bathrooms, a kitchen and

Offering a unique

living room on the main floor, and a
half-bath and laundry room on the
main floor, as well. Two bedrooms
are upstairs and two bedrooms are
downstairs.
"It’s the only place at GVSU that
offers larger units," said owner and
property manager Scott Dekkenga.
"It's the closest thing to renting a
house—it’s like a housing community."
Rent includes cable, Internet and
trash, but tenants are obligated to pay
utilities—gas, electric and water.
The complex currently has security,
but only as it is needed. Maintenance
service is available by request, and
emergency maintenance service is
available.

alternative to student toa sinq
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Located in a wooded setting, with quiet, scenic sur
roundings to provide a great living experience.
Cottage-style duplexes with large porches
4-bedroom/4-Bath units
Covered parking for each resident
Basketball & Volleyball courts
Energy Rated rated units
Large Porches
8 Students? Reserve a whole building
FREE expanded cable and internet
FREE garages for all residents
Privately keyed rooms

616.886.8535

www.mysticwoodscommunify.com
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Campus West Apartments
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Offer a home away from home in a student-oriented community
Campus West is a student-oriented community and a home
away from home located right next to Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale Campus.
The leasing and management office urges current and future
residents to take advantage of the discounts they are featuring.
They’re offering a $250 rental credit to students who sign a
lease before November 15. The rental credit can be used for a
number of things, including paying rent or the application fee.
Junior Lynzie Gotshall has lived at Campus West for over
a year.
“I really like the environment,” she said. “I have a lot of
friendly neighbors, plus they’re cheaper than most of the
complexes so you’re getting more of a bargain for what you’re
getting.”
The complex offers a few different apartment and townhome
options. Students can lease 1 bedroom 1 bath fully furnished
apartments and 2 bedroom 2 bath fully furnished apartments.
They also have 4 bedroom townhomes with 2 baths. Rent starts
at $345 for a 4 bedroom townhouse.
Campus West offers a variety of amenities to its residents.
The Community Building includes a brand new gym facility
for when you’re in need of a good workout, a study lounge
when you’re looking for a quiet place to get some work done
and recreational room for when you’re looking to take a break

616.895.5904

www.campuswest.net

Contact the leasing office for more information!

from all of that studying! Campus West also allows approved
dogs in a designated area of the complex.
. t
“The gym is 24 hour, so it’s really convenient,”
Gotshall said.
Campus West also offers free tanning to its residents,
available by making an appointment through the website.
“Free tanning is really nice in the winter when it’s cold
outside,” Gotshall said.
Also available to residents is high speed wifi and expanded
cable for when a break is needed or your favorite show is on.
Campus West also likes to host events for their
residents. This past September they hosted a Golf Scramble
and Pig Roast for students. They also host cookouts on Friday
nights before home games during the GVSU football season
and encourage students to visit their tent before Saturday night
games.
There are two bus stops available for students to use
to reach their destinations.
“I like that we have both bus routes,” Gotshall said. “The
ride is always short no matter where you’re going.”Students
can use both route 37 and/or 48 to head to campus and other
complexes.
For more information about Campus West, visit www.
campuswest.net.

CAMPUS
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Avoid extra move-out
fines with spring cleaning
Spring is a time of year when many people resolve to
give their homes or apartments a thorough cleaning. Spring
cleaning projects help people revitalize their homes for
the warm months ahead, when windows are once again
opened, fresh air pervades homes and items that might
have accumulated over a dark and dreary winter have
become a distant memory.
It also helps prevent residents from accumulating fines
during move-out week.
Listed below are effective spring cleaning tips for the
environmentally conscious.
* Clear out the clutter. Clutter is an enemy to
homeowners and the environment alike. That’s because
addressing clutter is often an inefficient process in which
homeowners methodically go through items that have
accumulated over the years, individually choosing which
items to keep and which items to discard. Clutter can
also prove harmful to the environment because rooms
filled with clutter tend to collect dust, reducing air quality
and leading to more indoor air pollution that can prove
harmful to human health.
When sifting through clutter in a home, discard those
items that have gone ignored for years, as they likely have
little or no financial value and it's safe to assume they serve
no practical purpose as well. Once clutter has been cleared
out, prevent more of it from accumulating by making a
conscious effort to discard items once they no longer serve
any practical purpose. This includes old newspapers and
magazines, as well as any other items that are likely to sit
in a pile or on a shelf for months on end. Preventing the
buildup of clutter reduces the amount of time you need
to spend spring cleaning next year while also improving
indoor air quality.
* Use cleaners only when windows are open. Many
people get a head start on spring cleaning in late winter,
when the weather might have started to warm up but has
not yet warmed to the point when windows throughout
the home can be opened. Though there's nothing wrong
with starting early, avoid using cleaning products on days
when you can't open the windows. Many cleaning products
contain ample or even just trace amounts of chemicals that
can compromise indoor air quality and may exacerbate
existing medical conditions like respiratory ailments.
When using cleaning products, try to do so only when the
windows are open and fresh air can enter the home.

* Ensure appliances are working at peak efficiency.
Spring cleaning is a great time to inspect appliances to
make sure they are operating efficiently. Clean or replace
filters on window air conditioning units. Dusty or dirty
filters will force the air conditioner to work harder and
use more energy to cool a room. In addition, dirty or dusty
filters make units less efficient, which means rooms won't
cool as quickly on those scorching summer afternoons.
Appliances forced to work harder also cost more money,
and those costs can be considerable.
When checking appliances, be sure to check the
refrigerator as well. Refrigerators are plugged in all day
long, and those that are not operating at peak efficiency
can cost you a lot of money in the long run. Periodically
clean the coils on the back of your refrigerator so it can
operate more efficiently, saving energy and money.
Vacuum cleaners should also be inspected before each
use to make sure reels are not covered in hair, which can
make it nearly impossible for the machine to collect dirt
and dust from the floors.
* Use reusable cloths. Another way to turn spring
cleaning into a more eco-friendly affair is to forgo using
paper towels in favor of reusable cloths. Reusable wash
cloths can be just as effective at wiping down counters as
paper towels, which require more and more trees to be cut
down and eventually end up in landfills. If you are feeling
especially eco-friendly, you can go the extra mile and
create your own reusable cleaning cloths out of old clothes
or linens, saving you money and making use of items that
might otherwise have been headed straight for a landfill.
Spring cleaning can rejuvenate a home after a long
winter. Emphasizing eco-friendly techniques when
cleaning can ensure your home's revival is as beneficial to
the environment as it is to the home’s inhabitants.
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unique downtown
Allendale living
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BY RACHEL FULLER
For residents looking for an
upscale, loft-style unit with state-ofthe-art facilities, located within 5-10
minutes from the Allendale Campus,
look no further than Loft45!
Located in the Heritage Towne
Center Commercial complex on Lake
Michigan Dr., Loft45 sits close to
restaurants and shops in the heart
of downtown Allendale. Loft 45 is
known for its up-scale style loft floor
plans that are designed with tall 10 ft.
ceilings, large palatial windows, and
walk-in closets in each unit.
"Loft45 has shops, restaurants,
and businesses that are steps from
your door," said property manager
Rachel Fuller. JV Spa and Nail salon

just opened recently in the center and
Forever Sun tanning business plus
Allendale Vision are located in the
center as well.
Fuller said that a lot of the
businesses around the complex,
including Allendale Vhsion, do offer
discounts for GVSU students who
have a college ID.
For residents looking to stay active,
Snap Fitness center is on location
that can be used by residents at a
discounted price if they show their
lease upon entry.
Another feature that Loft45 offers
to residents is the ability to keep
pets on the prem-use.
"We are the only, or one of the only,
apartment complexes that is a petfriendly community in Allendale,"

Fuller said. "We do allow cats and
dogs in the complex up to 35 pounds."
Each apartment comes fully
equipped with GE black appliances
which include a dishwasher, built-in
microwave, oven, refrigerator, and
even a washer and dryer.
Loft 45 has eight unique one and
two bedroom loft options ranging
from 716 square feet to over 1,115
square feet. Rates are competitive
as the one bedroom loft ranges from
$729 to $779 and a two bedroom unit
ranges from $850 to $930. There is
free open parking available to the
residents as well.
So, if you are looking for a place
close to campus but also close to city
life, Loft45 is the place for you.

-scenic panoramic views
-flj|l-8lzed washer 8 dryer
-on-8lte retail center
- 1 8 2 bedrooms
-pet fhlendly
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FIND THIS
■REPLICA

ERSION
Why should you live

ON CAMPUS
this spring summer?

CONVENIENTNear your classes/bus stops.
Housing available in both
Allendale and Grand Rapids.
^9350646

AFFORDABLE
You can’t beat summer ratesas low as $670 for
12-weeks ($55/week)l
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO HAVE
SPRING/SUMMER CLASSES

SHAREWITH
YOURFIRENDS

Visit www.gvsu.edu/housing
or call (616) 33-2120
for more information.
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